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I'm not sure, but I'm almost positive, that all music came from New Orleans.

—Ernie K-Doe, 1979
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I want it cheap, I want it fast and I want it good.

You want VideoWorks. Hands-on and full service video production and editing. (3/4" and VHS). Training also available. This time call VideoWorks.

525-2487
822 Perdido Street, Suite 301

VIDEOWORKS

For you to see, for you to hear, for you to see and hear.
Harry Connick, Jr. is like one of those young East German swimmers who rake in the gold medals every Olympics— he's been perfectly groomed for success. Instead of swimming laps and taking steroids he's run scales and practiced chord changes for 13 years and at age 19 is at the beginning of a brilliant career in jazz piano. A duet album with bassist Ron Carter has just been released on Columbia Records; it could like­ly make Connick the best-known contemporary Crescent City jazz pianist.

Connick has achieved this status through hard work under the best teachers a New Orleanian could have. He started fooling around at the piano at age 3½, began lessons at age six (his classical mentors included Betty Blancq and Dr. John Murphy) and by age eight he was playing the last movement of Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto with the New Orleans Symphony.

Around this time Connick started studying with the two pianists who would shape his playing the most. Ellis Marsalis is the finest of New Orleans' modern jazz pianists; in addition to educating his celebrated sons Wynton and Branford he taught Connick while he matriculated at NOCCA. "Ellis stressed gigging the most, and knowing music theory and history" explains Connick. "He really wanted his students to be well-rounded, not just able to play what was popular."

Pianist James Booker was Con­ nick's other professor, and a man he talks about with unabashed reverence. "James was the finest musician I've ever heard," Connick recalls. "He could make music on a cardboard box if he had to." They got together "hundreds of times" over a period of seven or eight years, and yet "I can only remember one specific lick that James taught me. He didn't say, 'Now this is how you do this,' for instance. My hands were too small to copy what he was doing anyway. I just absorbed it by being around him so much. James was so special. He and my mom were very close — he grieved when she died and needless to say, James' death was one of the saddest events of my life."

By whatever way he learned it, Connick's ability to recreate Booker's sound is almost eerie. In addition to playing like Booker, he can sing like him and walk and talk like him. But Connick realizes the need to go beyond vocal imitation. "I still sing too much like James, but my own style is coming around. I used to sound like Stevie Wonder but that's fading too."

So with Marsalis opening up the gamut of jazz piano history for him and Booker instilling a profound sense of New Orleans funk, what do you hear when Connick plays? The first impression is incredible chops. Even by the virtuosic standards of modern jazz, Connick is exceptional. And he intends to get much better. "By the time I get to where I want to be I'll be able to play like Tatum or anyone who's ever played, but I'm not there yet. I haven't got anything to brag about." He intends to continue his classical studies, and perhaps to record a classical album in a couple of years, maybe the Chopin etudes. "I feel especially close to Chopin among the classical composers."

Connick confides, "because melody is all-important. Well, melody and rhythm, that is."

When looking beyond the tech­ nique, one must conclude that Con­ nick has not completely found his style. He is, after all, only 19; his playing is a pastiche but a dazzling pastiche. Bluesy Oscar Peterson licks fly by, skid to a halt for some Monkish minor-second humor and then rev up again for a ferocious Booker shuffle or some stride. The effect is dizzying and a bit awe-inspiring. One wonders how he could have learned all this in such a short time, and where he'll go from here. Will he develop into a monster funkster like Henry Butler, or a super-eclectic like Jaki Byard? My prediction (and Connick would disagree) is that while a player like Butler has tended to keep his mod­ ern jazz and his New Orleans funk sides separate, Connick will engineer his own brand of funk and bebop so they'll coexist in most of what he plays.

For the past 15 months Connick has been hanging out in New York, going to school (Manhattan School of Music and Hunter College), playing a lot of jobs (95% of them piano solo gigs) and making new friends (fellow pianist David Torkanowsky calls him "the Dale Carnegie of Jazz."). One special ac­ quaintance he's made is George Shearing, "an amazing individual" who has "taught me a lot, musically and otherwise." If the album does well he hopes to start touring; he is especially interested in sampling the European festival scene.

And what does Harry Connick, Senior, New Orleans' district attorney and celebrity of sorts, think of his son's meteoric rise? "Dad's complete behind me. He calls me and tells me tunes to learn. He used to drive me to gigs and pick me up at three or four in the morning. He's one of the best fathers a guy could have." And surely Harry Senior could not have expected more from his teen-aged son.

— Tom McDermott
How to Get On MTV Without a Video

The Dino Kruse Band may go down in MTV history as the only band to perform on the 24-hour music video channel without a video. Or even an album for that matter.

For the four days MTV broadcasted “Live from Mardi Gras,” the Dino Kruse Band served as house band and backed a number of national acts, like the Bangles, Fleshtones, Night Ranger, Dixie-Kups, Boomerage and Weird Al Yankovich.

So how does a local rock group score such coveted national exposure? Coincidentally, says Dino.

The story goes this way:

Band leader Kruse was helping out Mason Ruffner; he was stage manager for Ruffner’s two homecoming performances, when Ruffner opened for Dave Edmunds on the S.S. President and later that week for Stevie Ray Vaughan and the Fabulous Thunderbirds.

He worked with MTV’s production crew for days before anyone found out that Kruse had his own band. Then on the Tuesday night before Mardi Gras the production crew met Ruffner at Johnny White’s for a few drinks and to see the Dino Kruse Band. The producer invited members of the band to compose MTV’s house band for Saturday’s live remote from Sounds of Brazil in the French Quarter. After only one day, Kruse and band were invited to perform daily for MTV’s entire four-day stint in New Orleans.

“The guy just called and said, ‘We’re going to crank you into 80,000 homes. You’re the luckiest unsigned band in the country,’” Dino said recently, relating the story of the past week. “It was a riot. We played four days on live fucking TV.” — Gina Guccione

Radio Jazz Fest

Resignations, accusations and takeovers make for exciting times for WWOZ and its new general manager.

Imagine the Jazz Festival happening 365 days of the year. As of this past January, the non-profit New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation, Inc. has assumed control of community radio station WWOZ.

Those familiar with the 90.7 FM setting realize that Duke of Paduah and BB, Gentilly, Jr., Brother Bell, Big Mama, Ukahl, and a host of other mostly volunteer programmers spin records daily of just the kinds of music highlighted at the annual Jazz Fest. The transfer of the broadcasting license to the Jazz and Heritage Foundation is the result of lengthy discussions between likeminded people from both groups and fairly complicated legal maneuvers.

It all started with efforts by the financially struggling station to enlist support from the Foundation. In the process, former station manager, Ken Devine, devised a brilliant strategem.

“Instead of trying to psyche them into how good it’s going to be for the community if they gave us money, why don’t we just give them the radio station,” he thought.

The rest, as they say, is history; but it was complicated by the fact that the Jazz Fest at first did not want WWOZ.

Walter Brock made the opening proposals in 1984. Brock basically had founded the station (it first went on the air in 1978) and was still serving as its general manager. He was encouraged by the fact that the late Allan Jaffe had just joined his board of directors. Jaffe, a man of tremendous integrity and accomplishments, gave the radio station much needed credibility by just being associated with it. He set up a meeting between Brock and George Wein, executive producer of the festival.

“The only day I went to the festival in the spring of ’84,” Brock recalls, “was to talk to George Wein. He listened to what I had to say, didn’t really look me in the eye or anything, and turned to Jaffe and said, ‘Why should the festival own a radio station? That might mess up our publicity support we get from all the other stations in town.’ And he walked away.”

The fact that OX has now come under the Jazz Fest umbrella reflects a subtle shift in decision-making powers at the Festival. Although George Wein is technically an employee of the Foundation, in the past his opinion was usually deferred to. Now, the board of directors of the Foundation seems to have a better-developed sense of its own power and how to use it to effect changes in the community.

Brock and Devine were not
bothered by the thought that the Foundation would become the new boss. The philosophies of the two non-profit groups were the same. Each works to promote “jazz, traditional music, folk arts and the cultural heritage of the city and region around New Orleans” (as stated in the 'OZ sign-off pledge). Several of the board members had already worked on behalf of WWOZ. "They were the people we wanted input from anyway," Brock continued, "people who had some sort of community leadership record and were also interested in music and traditional culture." Calculations still had to be made of the financial risks involved. Some saw 'OZ as a "losing proposition" that would divert money from other worthwhile projects. Friends argued that its problems were typical of any new, underfinanced operation. Things would improve with the introduction of adequate support capital and good business practices. Other questions were raised about running a business with daily obligations and expenses. For the Festival itself, the Foundation simply hires George Wein and his staff to run the whole show. They know he can do it; they just get out of his way. There was no one like that for the radio station. Who would they get to run it?

It is true that the Jazz and Heritage Foundation has allocated $150,000 to WWOZ over the next three years. Almost all of the first year's $60,000 went to retire old debts. Two years from how there will be no more subsidies. The Foundation wanted to find a person who could ensure the radio station could be fiscally self-sufficient by that time. They sifted through two hundred applications. They were looking for a candidate with grant-writing abilities and experience and contacts with national funding agencies. They selected John B. Dozier, a man from Charleston, South Carolina.

'This city does seem to love a certain amount of gossip...'
—Dozier

As chairman of The Friends of WWOZ, the legally-empowered governing body of 'OZ, Al Gourrier was active in the search. "January 1st came real fast. After extensive reviews of backgrounds and interviews, Dozier and his qualifications were the best we could find."
Dozier’s resume has many entries under “job skills,” “awards,” “community service,” “productions,” and “work experience.” But he was apparently rusty in the Dale Carnegie skills of getting along with people. He rode directly from the I-10 to the station and proceeded to severely antagonize the staff people with whom he was to work. Angry voices were soon insisting he had insulted their abilities and that his ideas threatened the station as we all know and love it. It was charged he wanted to turn OZ into a homogenized, NPR (National Public Radio) news station, that he was insensitive to women and minorities, that he was, as he now admits, “Attila the Hun at the gates of the Temple of Diana.”

I asked the man about these charges, and he assured me he was not the barbarian scourge. Then, speaking with the woman who was the station’s development director, I remarked that the man’s ideas did not seem very dangerous or even inappropriate. “Everything can be said better in retrospect,” she replied.

Things did not cool off. No apologies were extended or accepted. The staff said they could not work with the man and threatened to take their case to the listeners. The Board would not honor that stance and tried to mediate a settlement. It maintained its right to have the final say on important, long-range decisions. Elements of stubborn righteousness and overreaction seem to have occurred on both sides, each believing it was only doing what had to be done. Finally, on March 13, four of the five staff members tendered their resignations.

John Dozier, meanwhile, is beginning to find his way around the city. He has heard it said that no “outsider” can understand what is needed here. I figure that if he is going to be the general manager of the community radio station, his opinions and outlooks should be available for public scrutiny. So here are his answers to the “outsider” and other questions.

Dozier: “Any town as unique as New Orleans is going to have that attitude, but I think the time comes when you have to address the basic skills necessary to advance the station. I think it is critical that we establish a rapport with national funding agencies, arts agencies, and broadcast networks. I think that’s something I have qualifications in that, frankly, no one locally had.”

I will rely heavily on the volunteers and others to keep me aware of local concerns. I am very
impressed with the quality of air-work that most of the volunteers do with the station. Many are as good as any I have ever heard on the air. I think the station has been very, very lucky and privileged to have these folks.

'I perceive the general manager's job as primarily giving people what they need to do their jobs. I think one of the first things that must be done is to upgrade and expand the production capabilities. This is a major priority if we are to be successful in the national production arena. I don't see any reason why local folks can't do it. Production skills are not difficult, but they require practice. We first of all need enough equipment to give people a chance for hands-on experience.

'I have talked to a number of people who are not even aware of the station. This means my second job will involve promotion. We need to talk to folks in the corporate sector and the tourism business and make them understand how important it is for New Orleans to have a voice of its own music, the only voice of its kind in the city.

'Thrirdly, the physical plant. It's incredible the amount of stuff that has been done considering the very limited space we have available. I think there was probably some resistance to move from the top floor of Tipitina's where the station was originally located. There is always a great degree of fun and pride in doing a job well under very trying conditions. But once people have seen what additional resources can mean for them I do not think anyone ever wants to go backwards.

'I think the station really has done a superb job in presenting and preserving the best of the old musical and cultural traditions, as well as presenting the emerging art forms. We shall be striving not to decrease the commitment to the music scene and the musicians of New Orleans, but to serve additional cultural aspects as well.

'First, the station has to have a firm financial foundation. Somebody's got to take care of business. If you're constantly worried about 'Can we pay the bill?' then the listener always seems to take a back seat to financial worries.

'This city does seem to have a certain amount of gossip and rumor and all that that entails. There is nothing necessarily wrong with that. It reminds me of the old Chinese curse: 'May you live in interesting times.'

'It all makes for an interesting existence.'

— Steve Armbruster

---

**Birkenstock**

Uptown Square 691-7060

---

**Bastille's**

**A FRENCH CAFE, PAstry SHOP AND WINE BAR**

Tuesday-Saturday
11:30 AM - 10PM

Sunday Brunch
10AM - 3PM

Closed Mondays

2808 Esplanade Ave.
New Orleans, LA
504-488-2800

---

**Two Matching Compact Disc Players With No Match.**

There is a difference between compact disc players and for the discriminating listener Sony is the clear choice. Alterman Audio introduces two new compact disc players from Sony, the leader in digital technology. Both feature Sony's highly acclaimed Uniliner digital to analog converter with one master clock design which eliminates noise and distortion. The 96th order digital filter combined with 16 bit oversampling insure ruler flat frequency response throughout the audible spectrum. Music sounds smooth and natural.

The CDP-110 is Sony's most affordable player at only $260. The CDP-310 with remote control is $300. Included is Alterman Audio's double length warranty and membership in our compact disc club. Join the compact disc revolution with the people first in compact discs - Sony and Alterman Audio.
Jazz guitarist Scott Goudeau and his band celebrated the release of their first album, *In the Nick of Time*, with their first public performance as a band March 7 at Snug Harbor.

Besides the Snug Harbor date, the Scott Goudeau Band is scheduled to play at this year's Jazz and Heritage Festival.

The solo project has grown into a “cooperative effort” by the band’s six members, Goudeau said. Members are: drummer Jay Hebert, bassist Jim Markway, saxophonist Tony Dagradi, pianist Mike Pellera and Jay Griggs on guitar and synthesizer.

Since recording the album, Pellera has moved out of town, and Dagradi didn’t make the band’s first gig, but as long as the rhythm section remains intact, the core of the project is there, Goudeau said. The guitarist describes his jazz/fusion album as being “closer to being jazz than being fusion.”

Although Goudeau released a cassette, entitled *Secret Lives of Children* a year and a half ago, this is his first album. The six-track album was recorded at Ultrasonic Studios in New Orleans and pressed at CRT in Nashville. It will be available locally at Sound Warehouse and the Mushroom.

— Gina Guccione

---

**Bruno’s**
An Uptown Drinking Place Since 1934

601 Maple Street (504) 881-7615

**DRUMMERS!**
RAY FRANSEN’S IS THE ONLY SHOP in this area dedicated exclusively to DRUMMERS and DRUMMING

Sales · Service · Instruction
- ALL MAJOR BRANDS · COMPETITIVE PRICES
- COMPLETE TEACHING FACILITIES

2013 Williams Blvd. 466-8484

---

**MULATE’S**
World’s Most Famous CAJUN RESTAURANT Breaux Bridge, LA

Music Starts at 8 pm

- Mon: Les Freres Michot
- Tue: Cajun Brew
- Wed: Beausoleil
- Thu: Hector Duhon & Octa Clark
- Fri: Cajun Brew
- Sat: Beausoleil
- Sun: File

Live Cajun Music 7 Nights a Week

For Reservations & Information Call 318 332-4648

---

**The Best**

Ray Bishop SALON

730 Dublin Street, New Orleans, LA 70118 (504) 866-5822

---
ALLIGATOR RECORDS/CASSETTES/COMPACT DISCS

“THE HOME OF GENUINE HOUSEROCKIN’ MUSIC”

WE WANNA

DR. JOHN, the night tripper
GRIS-gris

DR. JOHN’S GUMBO
SHOWDOWN!

ALBERT COLLINS
ROBERT CRAY
JOMBRE COPELAND

ROCK

YER HOUSE

LONNIE BROOKS
Lonnie Brooks
WOUND UP TIGHT

THE NEW BLUEBLOODS
THE NEXT GENERATION OF CHICAGO BLUES

IN ’87

LONNIE MACK
SECOND SIGHT

$5.99 each

LPs and Cassettes
$12.99 CDs (if available)

Sale Prices Good through April 30th

SOUND WAREHOUSE
MUSIC • MOVIES

• 3rd & Wisconsin, La Crosse 636-4200
• 1005 Locust, Milwaukee 720-2209
• 3535 W. Wisconsin, Milwaukee 726-6300
• 123 W. Third, La Crosse 636-4200

GRAMMY WINNER!
THE FIRST WEEKEND — the schedule of who's playing the first weekend of the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival. The festival will be held April 21 to May 3, and ticket mail order forms can be had by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2530, NOLA 70176.

Friday, April 21
Bud man Leon Redbone, CBS blues guitarist Mason Ruffner, Cyril Neville & Uptown Allstars, zydeco artist Terrance Simien, New Orleans saxophonist David Laste's R&B stars A Taste of New Orleans with Wanda Rouzan & Lil Sonny Jones, girl group ELS, Cajun band Fido, Tenn. Tech Tuba Ensemble (40 tuba players!), rockers Woodenhead, ex-Philip Glass associate from Louisiana Dickie Landry, local pop vocalist Phillip Manuel, soul great Mighty Sam McClain Blues Revue with King Nino, brass band Storyville Stompers, Valley of the Silent Men SA & PC, Headstart Singing Angels, country/bluegrass with Buford Johnson & Poverty Hill, Sax player Paula and the Pontiacs, rockers Exit Poverty Men Revue with King Nino, brass band student of Sidney Bechet Claude Luter (played with Louis Armstrong in the Fifties), Snakebite Jacob's Billionaires, William J. Fischer Elen, Ray Bonneville Blues Band, Bayou Rhythm Band (zydeco w/Clifton Chenier), Mardi Gras Indian group Creole Oceolas, Groups de Fuego, blues harpist J.D. & Jammers, blues guitarist Boogie Bill Webb, Bluebeats Band. Percy Randolph & Little Freddie King. rockin' R&B with Skip Esterling, Cajun rockers Memou, NOCCA, Hammond St. School jazz, drummer James Black, local funesters Faze 2, percussionist Alfred Ugandas Roberts, Thunder & E.B. Skipper, Brian O'Connell Trio (trad. jazz, gospel, singer Aline White, N.O. favorite vocalist Li'l Queenie, Cultural roce, McDougough #15, bluegrass country fiddle and guitar Harmony River, Famous Vocalaires, Miss Lillian Bennett, Cajun vocalist Marcel Lacouture & Lulu Landry.

Saturday, April 22

A rose by any other name may smell as sweet, but the name "Tay Hogg" on a Jazz Fest program may mean not much to you, so we've put a little description by most of the not-so-well known names to make sure you don't miss!
young blues guitarist Joe Louis Walker (the young Robert Cray). Fats Domino's brother-in-law and road manager Reggie Hall plays a mean piano, City Lights Orchestra, Brubeck/Lavem Trio (Dave's son), swamp pop's Al Ferrier, Santiago, Friendly Five, NOCCA Circus, Mardi Gras Indian Golden Star Hunters, bluesman R.L. Bums1de, Improvisational Arts, SUNO jazz band, Tulane U. jazz band, Calliope Puppet Theatre, Downtown Jammers...

Sunday, April 26

Allan Jaffe: Didn’t He Rumble?

Allan Jaffe, manager of Preservation Hall and one of the most faithful friends New Orleans musicians ever had, died March 9 of cancer. The Pottsville, Pennsylvania, native, who began managing traditional jazz’s world headquarters in 1961, was 51 years old. Ironically, as he died, a group of Czech jazz enthusiasts were being transported to prison, guilty of promoting the same music to which Jaffe devoted his life. Leaving the courtroom in Prague, the Czech jazz fans proclaimed: “Long live jazz!”

Jaffe’s funeral, on March 12, was attended by hundreds of Jaffe’s friends and three brass bands — the Olympia, the Eagle and the Rebirth, as well as Jaffe’s own Preservation Hall Jazz Band, with which he played sousaphone and toured the planet. Rabbi Raphael Adler officiated at the services, declaring: “He was the rebbe — the spiritual leader — of New Orleans jazz.” In honor thereof, the 1987 New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival will be dedicated to the memory of Jaffe.

Jaffe arrived in New Orleans in 1960 with his wife, Sandra, in search of authentic jazz. As Jaffe once told attorney- jazz critic Rhodes Spedale, “Though the mid-1960s revival of interest in New Orleans jazz may have helped Buck Johnson and a few others, it really bypassed New Orleans and its musicians, centering on the West Coast. I came here because I could see the music was alive.”

Preservation Hall, at 726 St. Peter Street, was originally an informal concert hall owned by real estate tycoon Larry Borenstein and frequented by a handful of bohemians, jazzmen and other denizens of the Vieux Carre. What Mr. and Mrs. Jaffe did was to formalize the jazz proceedings, charging $1 admission (raised to $2 in 1984) and making sure that the musicians got their fair share. Today, four bands — the Olympia, the Kid Thomas Valentine Band, the Kid Sheik Color Band, and the Willie Humphrey Band — regularly perform at the club and tour around the world under the aegis of Preservation Hall.

Shortly before his death, Jaffe donated a building on St. Philip Street to house a School for New Orleans Music. The New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Foundation has contributed $110,000 to the school and $1,300 in private donations were received for the week of Jaffe’s death.

Preservation Hall will continue to operate, under the management of Chris and Jane Botsford, and Resa Lambert, all of whom have been associated with the club for nearly two decades. There’s still no food or drinks or air conditioning, but part of Jaffe’s master plan: “I read an article once that none of the really great places of the world, such as the Taj Mahal or St. Peter’s in Rome, as well as of New Orleans, like the ferry, the streetcar and the Napoleon House, were air conditioned.” Allan Jaffe was a man who took “hot times” literally.

— Ronnie Matthews
Angel Heart
New Orleans co-stars in Alan Parker's moody thriller.

Lisa Bonet as the voodoo child Epiphany Proudfoot in Angel Heart.

They say there's just enough religion in the world to make men hate one another, but not enough to make them love," says Louis Cyphre, the mysterious gent at the heart of Alan Parker's Angel Heart. The murder mystery, occult-flavored detective yarn distinguishes itself from other movies of violence and bloodshed by its challenging exploration of the darkness of the human condition.

I should preface any further comments on Angel Heart with the confession that I am complete biased and unobjective in reviewing this movie, having been part of its editing crew. There are obviously no surprises in the plot for me, and all the images that frighten or shock or please, I've seen countless times before. What did surprise me was what was left behind on the proverbial cutting room floor after the shooting of the script. And although the film's disturbing elements did not surprise me as they would a viewer unfamiliar with the story, I was nevertheless captivated in the tension of Angel Heart in its finished form.

Mickey Rourke plays the casual, slovenly Fifties private eye Harry Angel, hired by the enigmatic Louis Cyphre (Robert DeNiro) to find Johnny Favorite, a well known wartime crooner who had disappeared with a debt owed to Cyphre. A meticulous eccentrc, Cyphre doesn't like messy accounts and is willing to pay Angel through the nose to settle this one. In fact, he insists upon it. The detective story framework remains framework only for a mystery that becomes something more than a simple missing persons case. Where Angel Heart departs from the ordinary is in its bizarre religious subject matter, the Harlem church where Harry first meets Cyphre is marked by a money-hungry evangelist and the bloody traces of a suicide, referred to as an "unfortunate accident." Following leads down to New Orleans, Harry encounters Johnny's ex society girlfriend, Margaret Krusemark (Charlotte Rampling), a fortune-telling debutante formerly known as the Witch of Wellesley; Epiphany Proudfoot (Lisa Bonet), the teenage mambo priestess daughter of another lost love; and Toots Sweet, a dashing dabbler guitar player played sweetly by bluesman Brownie McGhee. Along with the rituals practiced by Johnny Favorite's entourage, rituals that don't appeal to Harry's sense of humor or reality, a series of grotesque murders follow Harry and his investigations. Images of window fans, a shrouded woman, a shadowy freight elevator haunt Harry both in his nightmare and in reality. The idiosyncratic Mr. Cyphre appears along the way, checking on Harry's progress and dropping philosophical anecdotes — "You know what they say about slugs... they always leave slime in their tracks." DeNiro has a small role but the best lines in the picture, my favorite being "The future's not what it used to be, Mr. Angel." He delivers them in a calm, soul stirring fashion, being the eccentric that he is with manicured fingernails, hair in a bun, and silver headed cane.

Harry Angel finds all of Favorite's past acquaintances reticent about the man in question. Johnny has left not only slime in his tracks, but ill will, bad luck, and a sense of fear and loathing. As young Epiphany says, "Mama said Johnny Favorite was as close to true evil as she ever wanted to get."

Apparently many viewers, reviewers, and censors were also uneasy getting so close to Angel Heart's treatment of evil. The controversial love-making-nightmare scene between Rourke and Bonet that earned Angel Heart its original X rating was likely the scapegoat for objections to the gist of the entire movie; there was no body part or act of love or violence you haven't seen before in an R rated movie. Angel Heart is certainly not a movie for the faint hearted. But its violence and bloodletting are only superficial horrors. What makes it disturbing is its dealing with dark areas of the soul that most of us would
rather not know. Harry Angel is confronted head on with his own inner ugliness and the extent of potential evil of which the human animal is capable.

The voodoo rituals and undercurrents of devil worship are crucial to the story, and give it its mysterious, ominous tone. But all the religious aspects grow a bit murky as the story down to New Orleans, making it visually and metaphorically more interesting. In the book the action remains in New York City, with devil worship in the subways, and Epiphany a college freshman. The fine book is a highly successful, the potential television series will also be partially filmed in Louisiana.

Angel Heart is a gem to look at. The photography is by Michael Seresin, and production design by Brian Morris make for striking images, every picture telling its own story. New Orleans hasn't looked so fine in the movies before, and locals will recognize Magazine Street, the Maple Leaf Bar, French Quarter courtyards and Jackson Square. Also featured are New Orleans actors Stocker Fontelieu, Eliot Keener and Pruitt Vince as the detectives, and musicians Deacon John and Lilian Boutte in Toot Sweet's band.

PRODUCTION NOTES

Matchstick Productions of Los Angeles shot a two-hour pilot in the Houma area in March. If the pilot, titled "Three on a Match," is successful, the potential television series will be shot in the New Orleans area in April. Picture is being produced by Ron Small, a former New Orleans resident, of Rather Large Productions in L.A.
A Tale of the Lost Gumbo

It has been called the “King of the Gumbos,” yet few natives have ever tasted Holy Thursday’s green gumbo.

STEVE ARMBRUSTER

During the first incarnation of Tipitina’s, I remember walking down Tchoupitoulas on Friday night to find that my friend Gentle Ben and I were having a discussion with Leah Chase about an endangered Creole treasure. Pepper grass was one of her ingredients. The treasure in question was Gumbo Z’Herbes.

It has been called by some the “king of all gumbos.” Yet few natives have ever tasted it; most have never even heard of it. It is rarely, if ever, found on a local menu; and it results in gross mispronunciations when it is. The name might seem Hungarian, with that strange Z right in the middle; but it is pure Creole. Also spelled “gumbo zaibre” or “gumbo zab” when spoken, it is a beautiful name for a most energizing and delicious food.

Its fall into obscurity probably comes from two things. First, it was time-consuming to assemble all the ingredients and prepare it. Second, gumbo Z’Herbes was always eaten on Holy Thursday. When the customs surrounding that day were relaxed, everyone forgotten about the green gumbo.

When I first became aware of this forgotten dish, I combed various cookbooks to learn more about it. Published recipes all agreed that you must use at least five different greens. In Leon Soult’s Le Boucher Creole he recalls going to the French Market with his Mamere. Vendors there would greet them with cries of “Get your greens, lady. Get your fifteen greens. Get your twelve greens.” (One for each of the twelve apostles.) The numbers changed as they passed by the different stands.

One old legend has it that each green in the gumbo signifies a new friend to be met during the coming year. I suppose those selling the fifteen green bundles operated on the “more the merrier” principle. Restaurant owner Eddie Baguet believes the greens should always be of an odd number because the Creoles have always assumed that brings good luck. He uses seven greens in the gumbo Z’Herbes he prepares at his place, “Eddie’s,” on Law Street. The odd thing about his gumbo is that he serves it in solid form on a plate, not looking at all like a soup. It is, however, very tasty. His waitress did not believe I knew what I was asking for, and she would not let me order it until I passed an impromptu quiz.

“Dooky’s” is another of the few places that still serves gumbo Z’Herbes on Holy Thursday. Leah Chase said her family has always made it with nine greens. She was not familiar with the notion of luck in numbers or their bringing new friends, but for some reason nine has always been their fixed total of greens. These could include spinach, cabbage, mustard, collard, and turnip greens, parsnip, sealions, and a few oddities such as pepper grass, the tops from radishes or carrots grown in the garden, and the blood-veined tops of beets.

“Those beet tops,” Leah insisted, “are the one green I’ve just got to have for my gumbo z’herbes. They give it a taste nothing else can match.”

As we sat in her restaurant, I supposed the reasons some recipes suggested watercress, which does not normally grow nearby, was because they had lost the knack of foraging for pepper grass. My mind drifted back to those women on the neutral ground. Perhaps they had been planning a gumbo Z’Herbes of their own.

If they prepared it according to the Leah Chase version, generous amounts of ham, veal brisket, and pork sausage would be added to the onions that went in once the roux was brown. This mixture is soon covered with the pot liquor from the previously boiled greens. The greens themselves were then put through a hand grinder and turned into a puree. Now they too could be added to the pot, along with the various other seasonings precious to the good Creole cook, and let it simmer slowly until the flavors were mixed just right.

Mrs. Chase suggested finishing off the dish with a touch of file powder, the leaves of the sassafras tree ground as freshly as possible. Add this powder either to individual bowls or only to a batch that will be consumed in one sitting. File does not reheat well; it can get stringer and bitter. One other tip she gave was to avoid the bitter greens like dandelion, or else use them sparingly. Besides that, feel free to mix and match the greens according to their availability and your own tastes.

Serve all this, of course, over rice.
I also had some questions about the use of a roux. Most recipes had omitted any mention of it, and I wondered if this was correct. Assaults on old-time cooking methods by dietitians often sing out the roux for adding unnecessary fats and calories. The file would help thicken the stew, so would the pureed vegetables. In this case, maybe "First you make a roux" was not appropriate.

"Ooooh, child," the very thought of it put Mrs. Chase in a state. "Those old Creoles would turn over in their graves if you left out that roux. It wouldn't taste right; it just wouldn't be the same."

The spirits of our more proper ancestors must be already tormented enough. Few people respect the old Lenten restrictions. Catholics, and New Orleans has traditionally had a preponderance of Catholics, used to be enjoined from touching any meat, eggs, or dairy products from noon Good Friday until sunrise Easter Sunday. To strengthen themselves for this fast period, the faithful was allowed to take meat on Holy Thursday. Add this to the fact that our generally mild winters allow almost year-round growth. By the coming of Holy Week, gardens can be bursting with greens. The combination of these factors resulted in gumbo z'herbes.

But not many Catholics do much fasting anymore. The city does not shut down for Good Friday like it used to. Restaurants, nightclubs, and movies stay open and do a brisk business. Downtown offices keep churning out their paperpork until it is time for happy hour, unlike the days when our fathers would be home by one o'clock in the afternoon. Back then, the business district would be a ghost town until Easter Monday. Today, there is no need for special Lenten menus. Perhaps "green gumbo" will make a comeback because it is easier to prepare. Grocery stores now stock produce rarely found after the eclipse of the farmers' markets. Frozen greens are readily available, and no great drop in quality is suffered by using them. Pressed for time, they can save you the chore of sorting through the leaves and washing them all carefully for bugs and grit. The job of pureeing the greens can also be done easily now with a food processor or blender. And having a freezer means you can put away portions of your effort for future enjoyment. This is not a dish designed for small batches anyway.

In case you would just as soon read your history as eat it, you must know of a small pamphlet with the same title as our venerable stew. Gumbo Zhebes is what the writer Lafcadio Hearn called his "little dictionary of Creole proverbs." He compiled it to take advantage of the tourist trade at the New Orleans Cotton Exposition of 1884. Like many ventures connected with our other fair one hundred years later, it was a commercial flop. It has, however, left us a potful of folk wisdom from the same culture that gave us good cooking and jazz.

We could have already guessed our forebears might assert that "Jadin loain, gombo gate. (When the garden is far, the gombo is spoiled.)" But without this pamphlet (reprinted by Justin Winston, a.k.a. Farouk von Turk), you might never consider this concept: "If the frog tells you the alligator has sore eyes, believe him! (Si crapaud die ou caiman tini mal zex, coé-li')" Or never ponder the claim, "Di moin qui vous laimain, ma di vous qui vous ye. (Tell me whom you love, and I'll tell you who you are.)"

I feel you are entitled to receive this information in a story about gumbo because I consider it "lagniappe," a little something extra, a small bonus just for being there. And the Creoles would, I am sure, agree with me. Hearn even mentions a Louisiana proverb that confirms it.

"Lagniappe c'est bit in qui bon. (Lagniappe is lawful booty.)"
Mail Order Riddims

To get the best of Caribbean and African LPS, don't be afraid to try mail order.

GENE SCARAMUZZO

No question is asked more often by lovers of the Caribbean Show than "where can I get these records you're playing?" This question addresses the biggest problem that lovers of Caribbean and African music presently have here in New Orleans...the selection of this music in our local stores is very limited. And it doesn't look too promising that a New Orleans record shop will soon begin to stock the great selection of both import and domestic label discs that were once available at Metro-nome. I fear we won't be seeing those import discs again for quite a while.

The good news is that several record shops, like Sound Warehouse, Canal Record Center and Musica Latina, are beginning to expand their stock of domestic labels at the same time that some of these labels are beginning to stock the great selection of both import and domestic label discs. Some of these labels specialize in small, but tasty, selections of African and Caribbean titles, while others publish catalogs which contain huge selections. The Shanachie/Meadowlark catalog, for instance, lists not only many reggae classics (releases include Judy Mowatt's Black Woman, Augustus Pablo's Original Rockers and King Tubby's Meets Rockers Uptown, Rally Round by Ras Michael and more), but is also the source for the most easily available South African discs. Shanachie compilations of S.A. township styles include mbhanga sounds (Soweto Never Sleeps, Mahotella Queens, Indestructible Beat of Soweto) and vocal recordings by Ladysmith Black Mambazo and Fosatu Worker Choirs, as well as overviews like the movie soundtrack of Rhythms of Resistance.

Rounder Records' catalog, called the Record Roundup, covers a wide variety of reggae and African artists. Some very interesting pop and traditional discs from Mali, Nigeria, Ghana, South Africa and Sierra Leone can be found in the Record Roundup.

A large selection of Fela's music, as well as "new African" Bill Laswell-produced records featuring African stars like Manu Dibango, Foday Musa and Suo and Toure Kunda are available through Celluloid Records. While some of these discs are a bit too New York in their approach, some are excellent. RAS Records has the largest catalog of Jamaican music, both new releases and classics dating back to the ska period. One of the more exciting recent RAS developments for those of us who can't travel to New York or Jamaica is the deal struck between RAS and legendary Studio One producer, Coxsone Dodd, through which RAS will have access to more incredible early music from the Studio One library. Over forty titles are being discussed, with the first releases scheduled to be the very first album by the Wailers (called the Waiting Waiters on this disc) and the first two albums by Burning Spear, None of which have ever been available here except as imports. To me, these discs represent some of the best music Jamaica has ever offered. I've often said that if I had to get rid of every reggae record except one, I would keep Burning Spear's second album Rocking Time. Catalogs are available, by request, from Rounder, Shanachie, Celluloid, and RAS, and in that way one can become familiar with what's available. Once the catalogs are in your hands, some thought should be given to the next logical step...mail-ordering. Those who are willing to venture into the wonderful world of mail-ordering will be rewarded with...
crucial selections of the latest hot discs from Africa and the Caribbean. Most people have a natural tendency to avoid buying records through the mail, myself included, until recently when I finally took the plunge. My experience over the last year has been that, with careful selection of mail-order houses, records arrive quickly, in excellent condition, and don't end up costing any more than through a store, even taking mailing costs into consideration.

The one drawback to mail-ordering is in not being able to know exactly what you're getting until it arrives, although this can occur even when buying from a store. This disadvantage is lessened considerably, however, for those who listen to the Caribbean Show and Gabou Mendy's African Journey, both on WWOZ (90.7 FM). These shows give heavy play to many of the very discs available through mail-order catalogs.

Presently, the best and most reliable source of soca music is through two catalogs, RAS and Original Music. RAS has a distribution deal with Trinidadian record entrepreneur that enables them to stock the latest soca discs from the present carnival season. Original Music has the widest selection of world music, ranging from zouk, soca, reggae and salsa from the Caribbean, to pop and traditional music of most African countries. Their catalog is informative as well, in that it dates many releases, identifies the country of origin, and critiques the disc in question. Musicologist John Storm Roberts is the man behind the Original Music catalog, which also offers a number of excellent, sometimes obscure music books, several of which were written by Roberts himself.

Another label that prints a brochure with catalogs and pop music from Madagascar. There are countless sources of mail-order records. Practically every West Indian record shop in NYC is willing to mail-order their stock, and many, in fact, print catalogs. Listed below, however, are those sources with which I have dealt, and which I feel are reliable and reasonably priced. Exclusion from the list doesn't necessarily imply unavailability; it may be an untapped source. Consequently, readers' comments are welcomed. Since no record store yet seems willing to take up the slack for the untapped source. Consequently, The Dub Syndicate-One Way System, Prince Fari's Cry Tuff, Dub Encounter-Chapter 1, and another Japanese dub band named Muse Boat. Those who like the Mad Professor, Adrian Sherwood, New Age Steppers and the other outside dub experimenters should definitely check out the ROIR catalog.

Where to Order

Shifty Records, P.O. Box 27513, Bensalem, PA 19020. ROIR (Reachout International Records), 611 Broadway, Suite 725, New York, NY 10012.

Record Roundup, P.O. Box 154, N. Cambridge, MA 02138.

Shanachie, Dalebrook Park, Hoboken, NJ 07020.

RAS, P.O. Box 42517, Washington, DC 20015.

Original Music, Rt. 1, Box 190, Lasher Rd., Tivoli, NY 12583.

Celluloid, 330 Hudson St., 4th Floor, New York, NY 10013.

Globestyle, 48-50 Steele Rd., London, NW10 7AS, Great Britain.

Based out of England, Globestyle lists interesting discs from the French Antilles, South Africa and most recently, a two-record set of traditional and pop music from Madagascar.

Those who would like to get a well-rounded appreciation for the different music coming out of South Africa would be wise to check out the Shifty label out of Bensalem, PA. One of the label's first endeavors, Fosatu Worker Choirs, will already be known to many since it was picked up last year for distribution by Shanachie Records. In addition to this vocal record, the label hosts a number of two-tone bands (Sankamota, Kalahari Surfers, Corporal Punishment, etc.) that play a variety of styles ranging from almost pure to jazzrock, always with an underlying S.A. feel. The common element in all the different groups on Shifty is the uncompromising socio-political (and always anti-apartheid) commentary in the lyrics. Shifty also publishes a bi-monthly newsletter which is an eye opener in that it contains xeroxes of articles from S.A. newspapers which bring the reality of the struggle closer to our door.

Also available through the mail is a huge listing of cassette music (none of which appears on disc form), from Reach Out International Records (ROIR), which includes a handful of excellent reggae tapes. ROIR's most recent release, the excellent 70th Century Dub, continues their foray into psychedellic dub music that they began several years ago with releases of the Adrian Sherwood tape, The Dub Syndicate-One Way System, Prince Fari's Cry Tuff, Dub Encounter-Chapter 1, and another Japanese dub band named Muse Boat. Those who like the Mad Professor, Adrian Sherwood, New Age Steppers and the other outside dub experimenters should definitely check out the ROIR catalog.
I turned no one's head when in 1964 the songs on the Beatles' first album clocked in at an average of less than two minutes and fifty seconds. In fact, in those days, no one thought a pop song could be longer than three and a half minutes. This was just great at the time, especially for programmers of TV shows like Standig and Hulldrbottles, who could thus fit many more teen idol songs into their tight twenty-two minute programs. Then, as time wore on, the rock and roll song began to grow longer and longer as the Sixties evolved.

Many critics hold that this lengthening was due to the acceptance by the world of the pop song as a legitimate art form, while others blame a wider range of social factors, most notably the heightened amounts of dangerous drugs people were pouring into their systems with lethal regularity. Said one reformed ex-hippee, "People just had longer attention spans in those days." So songs grew longer and longer with more and more complex structures. After a while, it almost became a contest, with groups struggling to outdo each other to see who could come up with a longer, more complicated song.

By the time the Seventies rolled around, the endless drug tripping had given way to musical ego-tripping, and so the concert halls of the Decade often reverberated with two-minute pop songs. From the ashes of the Nineteen Sixties, the thinking person's hardcore band that burst forth was the Minutemen, who first joined by an enthusiastic newcomer, the enigmatic Ed FromOhio (not his real last name), who later made not only his debut appearance on vinyl, but also his last. Two interesting notes for Minutemen Freaks: Ed is the only member actually pictured on the album jacket, and the album's two sides are named "Side Ed" and "Side More Ed," echoing the running of the sides on the Minutemen's last LP.)

It is naturally difficult to separate Firehose from the legacy of the Minutemen's music. The songs on this album are essentially similar to the "scienstist rock" created by the Minutemen, a quirky, funny minimalist spin of everything from freeform jazz to the rigid tightness of art rock. On Ragin' Full On, Firehose presents us with two long, two medium, one short, and one single. This is microwave jazz, music to boil the two surviving Minutemen are shown here in one of their garage sessions. Three of their garage sessions, the Minutemen's music was officially released by SST, P.O. Box 1, Lawndale, CA.)

While it was Firehose who may have perfected the hardboiled style of music, it was the Minutemen who first exploded out of their garages in Pedro to release their avant-funk onslaught upon the sleeping masses. Their position in unraveled as the framework of the current musical crop, the thinking person's hardcore band that never was a hardcore band at all. This double live LP retrospective shows the broad spectrum of styles and moods that made up the Minutemen's prolific catalogue of various bands. Selected by an extensive poll of Minutemen fans and friends, the twenty-eight songs here represent previously unreleased versions of their favorite Minutemen classics such as "Badges" and "No One." However, the true genius of the Minutemen shows through on this release of the Minutemen's music.

From the ashes of the Minutemen (due to singer/guitarist D. Boon's tragic death in late

**JAMES LIEN**

1965) rises the phoenix of the band Firehose. Led by bassist Mike Watt and drumming George Hurley, the two surviving Minutemen are joined by an enthusiastic newcomer, the enigmatic Ed FromOhio (not his real last name), who later makes not only his debut appearance on vinyl, but also his last. Two interesting notes for Minutemen Freaks: Ed is the only member actually pictured on the album jacket, and the album's two sides are named "Side Ed" and "Side More Ed," echoing the running of the sides on the Minutemen's last LP.)

It is naturally difficult to separate Firehose from the legacy of the Minutemen's music. The songs on this album are essentially similar to the "scienstist rock" created by the Minutemen, a quirky, funny minimalist spin of everything from freeform jazz to the rigid tightness of art rock. On Ragin' Full On, Firehose presents us with two long, two medium, one short, and one single. This is microwave jazz, music to boil

**U.S. INDIES**

Less is More (More or Less)

In the beginning pop songs were short. They got longer. Now, they're short again. Ah, life!
Sex Clark Five
STRAIN AND RUM
Records to Russia, 1207 Big Cave Rd., Huntsville, AL 35801

What if the bongo player for T. Rex hadn't plugged into a ghettoblaster? What if the Minutemen were from Huntsville, Alabama? What if the Violent Femmes' first album had been a double record set? What if the Jackson Five had only four members? What if the Beatles had actually played longer than twenty minutes on Sergeant Pepper? If one can imagine all of those questions being true, and somehow combine all of their answers into one nebulous concept, one would have a vague idea as to what this band and record is. Sex Clark Five are a strange sort of cult item from Huntsville, Alabama who have been slowly gathering steam in the south over the last few years. Apparently the brainchild of singer-guitarist and guitarist James Butler, the FCS (who, incidentally, have little to do with sex, Dick Clark, or the MCB, and only have four members anyway) are on their way to the sort of celebrity/notoriety as Camper Van Beethoven or the Minutemen were from sets?

Camper van Beethoven
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN
Pitch a tent Records, distributed by Rough Trade

The flying saucers are coming to take us away. Joe Stalin drives his Cadillac around in California. Right now, Soviet spies are swimming upstream disguised as trout. Camper van Beethoven are weird as Hell, and they know it. They are also indifferent to any praise or criticism that may be heaped upon them, and even if everyone ignored them completely, they would still go on making their quirky brand of music indefinitely. It's in this detachment that their real strength lies; they just make their music, and don't care one way or the other whether people like it or not.

This album is an absolute gem of a record. As its sample title implies (This is actually their third record, but they named it like it was their first), captures perfectly their sound and humor. From its beautiful psychedelic cover art and typical CVB zany liner notes (Victor Krummenacher is credited with "bass, vocals, and cake decorations," Jonathan Siegal "wore false nose and moustache glasses") to the globally famous-why-are-they-so-forgotten list of sixteen songs, this album is the most classic Camper Van album to date. Propelled by the timelike drumming of Crispy Denson ("How can I begin to tell you of Crispy Denson? Crispy Denson the legendary drummer! Crispy Denson the wearer of weird!" say the liner notes), and joined by ex-Chicago drummer and all around malcontent Eugene Chadbourne (who, the jacket tells us, "left one sock in Albuquerque"), Camper van Beethoven have delivered their strongest, most timeless album yet. This music will make you sit up in the world in a different way: you'll check the sky for UFOs, and be on the lookout for CIA agents disguised as giant rabbits.

---

"Uptown's Most Unique Food & Music Club"

TIPPECANOES &
JAZZ FEST BY DAY...
TYLER'S II BY NITE

TYLER'S II
8301 OAK STREET/CORNER DANTE
866-1051

APR. 3 & 4

THE NEW HOME OF JAMES RIVERS & THE JAMES RIVERS MOVEMENT

JIMMY BALLERO & THE RENEGADES
with Special Guest LESLIE SMITH APR. 4

---

IF YOU THINK BUILDING THE JAZZ FESTIVAL IS HARD...
THEN CALL US. WE BUILD IT!
Grayline sightseeing will take you to the heart and soul of New Orleans.

Shuttle service from the Louisiana Superdome (Poydras Street Side) to the Fairgrounds.

Also from the International Hotel.

$11 adults  $5 children
Price INCLUDES round trip service and admission to the fair.

Dates of service are: April 24, 25 and 26
May 1, 2 and 3, 1987

Activity planning for conventions big or small
call (504) 581-7222

Grayline Sightseeing
JAZZ FEST SHUTTLE

Ain't Nothin' But a Party!

For New Orleans R&B lovers, Rhino Records' new three-volume set is all you need for a party.

RICK COLEMAN

Rhino RMLP 70076
Let the Good Times Roll/Rockin' Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu/Let Me Know/These Things/You Got No Home/Just Because

Volume 2 (1956-1960)
RMLP 70077
Ooh Poo Pah Doo/A Certain Girl/Fortune Teller/Trick Dog/Tell Me Why/These Things/Will Stand/Father's In-Law Blues/You Like It That'Sea Cruise/There'S Something on Your Mind/But I Do

Volume 3 (1960-1967)
RMLP 70078
Ride Your Pony/Lipstick Traces/Time Is on My Side/Release Me/You'Ll Lose A Good Thing/Working in the Coal Mine/Barefootin'/Get Out Of My Life Woman/Tell It Like It Is/Something You Get/Wish Someone Would Care/I Won'T Cry/No Be

A party or a rumble to make the slow-motion stabbing scenes in Gimme Shelter look pretty. Each side of volume one opens with a great ice-breaker. "Let the Good Times Roll" and "I Ain't Got No Home." The only song I can't imagine anybody dancing to is "The Things That I Used To Do." A real gutsbucket wailer.

Otherwise motion is de rigueur.

"Rockin' Pneumonia," "Jock-A-Mo," and "Walkin" with Mr. Lee" sound better than ever though "Baldhead" has a few audible pops in it, owing, no doubt, to it being taken from a 78. The version of "Just Because" here is slightly different from the 45 and 16 Greatest Hits package, detectable in Lloyd's very "uhh huh!" right before the line "I guess you thing you're smart."

Strangely enough, volume two also has a Mardi Gras Indian practice in the cover photo, by Sidney Byrd. The African motif on all three of the albums is also strange, but it works anyway. The album is dominated by Allen Toussaint-productions. Pan 'n' run note writer Don Walker, who was only 75% wrong when he stated on volume one that both "Ain't Got No Home" and "Later Alligator" featured Paul Gayten's band, leaves out one Toussaint credo ("But I Do") and gives him another gratis ("I Know"). Harold Battiste, who lives way out west where this album was produced, and even the photos, wants you all to know that he played piano on "I Know." Though Walker's notes are not quite as offensive as in the past, anyone who uses the word "ribbiting" to describe

100% right.
Frogman Henry songs on two different albums, has little room to call Toussaint’s “Mother-in-Law” “less-than-divinely-inspired.”

Anyway, volume two collects together nearly all of the 1960-1962 New Orleans one-hit wonders, including, thanklessly, Bobby Marchan’s legendary rap in “There’s Something on Your Mind, Part Two” (the only song to feature the famous last words “Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo...”). Barbara George’s “I Know,” which was incredibly left off of EMI-America’s Sue Records collection last year; and Earl King’s “Trick Bag,” which I believe is making its first U.S. LP appearance here. One drawback would be the horrid “I hear voices-in-one-ear” stereo on “But I Do.” All the songs feature the light-years-romantic style popularized by Toussaint. Frankie Ford’s “Sea Cruise” from 1959, which fires an atomic foghorn blast across the bow before it even gets started, is somewhat out of place here, but oohh-wooo, baby, am I complaining?

Volume three is somewhat more uptown in style, with several of the songs actually produced outside of New Orleans. Nonetheless, it is a superb collection, with New Orleans R&B playing around the edges of soul. “Ride Your Pony” has a different mix from what I’ve ever heard, with some amazing rapid chicken pickin’ licks by Leo Nocentelli right up front. I was also glad to see Irma’s later hits, Alvin Robinson’s hard-to-find classics, and some recognition for Johnny Adams. Though there are lots of selections one might have argued for, no one can challenge the tastefulness and the impressive near-completeness of the Rhino set, insofar as containing the majority of the one and two-national hit artists. Like in their Neville Brothers history, Treacherous, these boys worked like police dogs to sniff out the hits, and the incredibly chaotic licensing agreements on all of them. Just for that fact alone, these albums are likely to remain the best single set of anthologies of New Orleans R&B, and I hope they sell a ton.

**OFFICIAL REPAIR CENTER FOR JAZZ FEST ’87**

**hi-tech electronics**
**electronic musical instrument repairs**

amps * power amps * mixers * synthesizers
guitars * keyboards * effects * p.a. systems

---

**JOIN IN THE FESTIVITIES**

- **RAY GOODMAN & BROWN**
- **GRACE JONES INSIDE STORY**
- **THE BEST OF EARL KING**
- **NAJEE NAJEE’S THEME**
- **NEVILLE BROTHERS UPTOWN**

$6.99 each lp or cassette

Now Renting Movies
Free Membership • No Deposit

---

**PEACHES**

Records • Tapes • Video

3627 S. Carrollton Ave. • 482-6431
Open 9:30-8:30 Mon-Sat
Noon-6 Sunday

3129 Gentilly Blvd. • 282-3322
Open 10-6 Mon-Sat
Noon-6 Sunday

---

APRIL • Wavelength 23
Soothing Sounds

Our entire stock of Windham Hill, and Living Music on sale for

LP or cassette COMPACT DISCS

$6.99 per LP equivalent $12.99 PER DISC

SOMETHING OF TIME
MONTREUX
PHILIP AASBERG
WILLIAM ACKERMAN
SCOTT COSSU
MICHAEL HEDGES
INTERIOR
MARK ISHAM
WIM MERTENS
MONTEUX
NIGHTNOISE
SHADOWFAX
STEIN & WALDER
GEORGE WINSTON

Sound Warehouse

MUSIC · MOVIES

Chez Montreux, 2 bl, west at Lousia 945-5110
Veterans, 1 bl, east of Causeway in Metairie 844-6550
Magazine St. at O'Fallon 891-4029

See Montreux live at the Storyville Jazz Hall Sunday, April 12th.

24 Wavelength • APRIL

RARE RECORDS

The Wild Magnolias
They Call Us Wild
Barclay 90027

Almost Slim

Considering him as the boss that gets made over the Mardi Gras Indians and their music, surprisingly little has actually been recorded and made available. Curiously, even though this particular album contains two of Carnival's most popular songs, "New Suit," and "Fire Water," it was never issued in the United States. Instead, its distribution was limited to France and Japan (a country of boundless merits and the Toronto Blue Jays) and only then for a short duration.

Produced by Philippe Rault in 1975, at Studio in the Country, the Wild Magnolias were backed by an all-star jazz aggregation that included the Turbinton brothers and Eving Charles. Besides the previously mentioned tunes, this LP also contains "They Call Us Wild," "We're Going Party," and "Jumalakaa Boom Boom," all of which won't bow down.

Even though I once saw half a dozen of these in a department store north of the 49th, this is an exceedingly difficult album to locate. I recall a gentleman from New York offering me center ice tickets to a Ranger Maple Leaf game in exchange for its possession. If I were in the record business I'd certainly look into making this one available again.

Almt Almost Slim

REVIEW

Tony Rice
ME AND MY GUITAR
Rounder 0131

I had last heard guitarist Tony Rice in 1974, and before I sampled this album I thought of him as a budding flat-picking virtuoso who was truly amazing. Besides the previously mentioned art, the Turbinton brothers and Earl Charles. Besides the previously mentioned tunes, this LP also contains "They Call Us Wild," "We're Going Party," and "Jumalakaa Boom Boom," all of which won't bow down.

Even though I once saw half a dozen of these in a department store north of the 49th, this is an exceedingly difficult album to locate. I recall a gentleman from New York offering me center ice tickets to a Ranger Maple Leaf game in exchange for its possession. If I were in the record business I'd certainly look into making this one available again.
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Even though I once saw half a dozen of these in a department store north of the 49th, this is an exceedingly difficult album to locate. I recall a gentleman from New York offering me center ice tickets to a Ranger Maple Leaf game in exchange for its possession. If I were in the record business I'd certainly look into making this one available again.
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- First loudspeaker manufacturer to use digital testing techniques for quality control.
- First company to issue a calibration certificate with every loudspeaker.
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Boston Acoustics. In the audio chain, the speakers role is the most critical - they ultimately determine the sound you hear. Boston Acoustics speakers are known the world over for value, reliability, and high quality music reproduction. Alterman Audio highly recommends Boston Acoustics for musical accuracy.

Factory Authorized Sale. For a limited time we are having a sale on our best selling speakers - the Boston Acoustics A70's and A100's. Both feature Boston built components. The CFT tweeter contributes to smooth, clean reproduction of the highest notes. Bass reproduction is quick and accurate. Give these a listen - the sound is precise and lifelike.
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Where did jazz come from? It sprang up from the sound and feel and taste of the city itself.

The Jazz Festival! What a silly idea! Almost as silly as that basketball team New Orleans used to have — the one now known as the Utah Jazz.

Imagine: a bunch of white shirt/black tie/black pants Mormons, folks who prefer suicide over masturbation, rooting for a team named after a musical form which was named after copulation. Yes, yes — jazz me, baby!

Correctly, the Jazz Festival should be called the Oldies Festival. The majority of ticket-buyers are interested in hearing performers from the late Fifties-early Sixties heyday of New Orleans rhythm and blues.

Festival-goers want to drink beer, sit (or stand) in the sunshine and listen to Irma Thomas sing "It’s Raining." They want to see what sort of dinner jacket Ernie K-Doe will wear, giving each other the oldies earlyation, rooting for a team named after a musical form which was named after copulation. Yes, yes — jazz me, baby!

The genesis of jazz in New Orleans has been a point of debate forever, it seems. The "serious" critics have asserted that while jazz was developing in New Orleans, other players were doing the same thing in Texas, Oklahoma and Baltimore. Digging deeper, researchers concluded that jazz came from Africa — an obvious assumption since man’s oldest remains were discovered in Africa. The Garden of Eden was in Kenya, Adam and Eve were a black couple and it was the sound of jazz — and not a persuasive serpent — that caused the Original Sin.

This is a plausible theory except for the fact that there were no cornets, clarinets or snare drums in prehistoric Africa.

What Africa had was polyphony, the simultaneous combination of two or more independent melodic parts. After André Gide published Corol don, his 1924 defense of homosexuality, he was forced by the ensuing scandal to sell his property and leave France for French Equatorial Africa, a journey later documented in Voyage Au Congo (Travels in The Congo). Gide’s discoveries, as he wrote transcriptions of native songs, included polyphony: "In thinking it over last night, it seems to me that I transcribed yesterday’s tune wrongly and that the intervals are greater than our tones, so that between C and the dominant below there is only one note. It may seem monstrous that I should not be certain of it. But imagine this tune yelled by a hundred persons, not one of whom sings the exact note. It is like trying to distinguish the main line among qualities of little strokes. The effect is prodigious and gives a polyphone impression of harmonic richness. The same need makes them put beads on the wires of their little ‘pianos’ — a horror of the clean sound — a need to confuse and drown its contours."

The "horror of the clean sound" is the key difference between white/European music and black/African music. White music is orderly, precise, antiseptic; black music is freewheeling, raucous and dirty. White music is holding hands and black music, as I’ve said, is fucking.

Throughout its history, black music — particularly black jazz — has been perceived as a threat to white society and white order. Henry Ford, one of the wealthiest capitalists of his day, devoted much of his time and energy to fighting the onslaught of jazz and promoting square-dancing, "that style of dancing," according to Ford, "that best fits with the American temperament." With his wife and a dancing instructor named Benjamin Lovett, Ford wrote a book entitled Good Morning; After a Sleep of Twenty-five Years, Old Fashioned Dancing Is Being
Revived by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford and toured the nation, denouncing what Ford called "ultra modern dance." People who listened to jazz, Ford apparently surmised, would not make the best assembly-line workers.

By the time of Ford's anti-jazz hysteria, jazz had been prevalent in New Orleans for nearly thirty years. Why New Orleans? It's obvious -- New Orleans was the freest place in America. Before Emancipation, black slaves could escape to New Orleans, where black skin was not necessarily synonymous with slavery. Indeed, the majority of slaveowners in 1850 were "persons of color." For white workers.

In 1941, Orson Welles proposed to Duke Ellington that he write the screenplay and compose the music for a jazz history film to be titled "It's All True." The film was never made but Ellington did complete his research and a scant twenty-eight bars of trumpet music, for which he was paid $12,500.

"The way I visualized my story," Ellington later wrote, "the way the picture was supposed to start, the first scene was to take place in New Orleans, with a boat coming down the canal and the King of the Zulus getting off as the boat docked at Basin Street. The King of the Zulus was the big Negro man of the town; they elected a different one every year, in fact they still do. Our opening scene would show this big coronation celebration over on Congo Square, where the King of the Zulus ran a newspaper, played the trumpet and was quite a ladies' man on the side. He was a pretty progressive type kid. So one day when he closed his barber shop, we would see one chick putting a newspaper under her arm, and another putting a trumpet under her arm; one of them would have his hat and the other would have his coat, and down the street they would go, the three of them.

"Buddy Bolden was a guy who had a barber shop, ran a newspaper, played the trumpet and was quite a ladies' man on the side. He was a pretty progressive type kid. So one day when he closed his barber shop, we would see one chick putting a newspaper under her arm, and another putting a trumpet under her arm; one of them would have his hat and the other would have his coat, and down the street they would go, the three of them."

In 1941, Orson Welles proposed to Duke Ellington that he write the screenplay and compose the music for a jazz history film to be titled "It's All True." The film was never made but Ellington did complete his research and a scant twenty-eight bars of trumpet music, for which he was paid $12,500.

"The way I visualized my story," Ellington later wrote, "the way the picture was supposed to start, the first scene was to take place in New Orleans, with a boat coming down the canal and the King of the Zulus getting off as the boat docked at Basin Street. The King of the Zulus was the big Negro man of the town; they elected a different one every year, in fact they still do. Our opening scene would show this big coronation celebration over on Congo Square, where the King of the Zulus ran a newspaper, played the trumpet and was quite a ladies' man on the side. He was a pretty progressive type kid. So one day when he closed his barber shop, we would see one chick putting a newspaper under her arm, and another putting a trumpet under her arm; one of them would have his hat and the other would have his coat, and down the street they would go, the three of them.

"They would get as far as the hall where Buddy was going to play that evening. It was all dark. While the chicks were going in to run upstairs and open the windows, you would hear Buddy Bolden tuning up. And when he tuned up on his trumpet it was not just like a musician hitting an A. It was melodic. And while he was using these little melodic ideas to tune up with, by the time he really called himself in tune, why, you could hear that powerful horn of his clear across the Mississippi River."

Ellington's story, while colorful, is rife with inaccuracies. As Donald Marquis points out in In Search of Buddy Bolden: First Man of Jazz, Bolden was neither a barber, nor newspaper editor. He was popular with the ladies and without dispute, Bolden was "a pretty progressive type kid."

The pianist Jelly Roll Morton, famed for embellishing his own contributions to jazz, painted a fairly accurate picture of the legendary trumpeter:

"Speaking of swell people, I might mention Buddy Bolden, the most powerful trumpet player I've ever heard of that was known and the absolute favorite of all the hangarounders in the Garden District. Buddy was a light brown-skinned boy from uptown. He drank all the whiskey he could find."

Charles Joseph "Buddy" Bolden was born to Westmore and Alice Bolden on September 6, 1877, in New Orleans. Between 1887 and 1905, the Bolden family lived in a shotgun house at 2309 First Street which still stands. On March 27, 1906, suffering from insanity aggravated by alcoholism, Bolden bashed his mother-in-law, Ida Bass, in the head with a water pitcher and was subsequently arrested by the police. Two accounts of the incident, in the Daily Piquayune and the New Orleans Item, are the only newspaper coverage afforded Buddy Bolden during his lifetime. On June 5, 1907, Buddy arrived at the state mental hospital at Jackson, Louisiana, where he would spend the last twenty-four years of his life. The "First Man of Jazz" was not yet 30 years old. He had never cut a record and he would never perform in public again.

If there was justice in the world -- artistic justice, at least, Louis Armstrong Park would be called Buddy Bolden Park. No one can deny that Armstrong was the great ambassador of jazz, the man who spread the gospel. It was Bolden, however, who was the great innovator, the showman, the King. On New Year's Eve of 1913, when young Louis was arrested for firing a gun in the streets and sent off to the Waifs' Home (where he encountered his first cornet), Buddy had already been locked up in the loony-bin for six years.

Buddy Bolden's most revolutionary act was improvisation. There have always been two groups of blacks in New Orleans — the light-skinned Downtown Creoles and the dark-skinned Uptowners. The Creoles were educated and predominantly Catholic; the Uptowners were considered "rough" and prac...
s. The Creole bands read music and play whatever came into his head — loudly. The door was blown wide open for jazz (a term not utilized in Buddy's day), blues, rhythm and blues, rock 'n' roll, funk — virtually all types of modern popular music.

The term “funky” can even be traced to Bolden and his bandmates. One night, during a gig at the Union Sons Hall (located at 1319 Ferdido Street, now the site of the Louisiana State Office Building), the band began to complain about someone fouling the room's air with their gas, a complaint that evolved into the song “Funky Butt, Funky Butt, Take It Away.” The song became Bolden's signature tune and the hall was thereafter known as Funky Butt Hall. As Rockin' Sidney would discover many years later with his hit “My Toot-Toot,” a little naughtiness goes a long way when you're dealing with the general public.

A major misconception in the history of jazz in New Orleans is that the early bands got their start in Storyville, the legalized prostitution zone which was closed in 1917. Among the scores of old musicians interviewed by Donald Marquis for his book, not one remembered playing in a Storyville brothel. Occasionally, a pianist was hired to entertain the patrons. The fact is that most people don't go to whorehouses any more, although there are reports of occasional bootleg jazz being played. However, the music was greatly influenced by the sexual nature of the environment.

In its early days (and in modern New Orleans), jazz was everywhere. Jazz was used to advertise all sorts of events — from baseball games to political rallies. Buddy Bolden himself would perform at large picnics held on the infield of the Fairgrounds, where the Jazz Festival is staged today. In the early 1900s, there were outdoor jazz concerts along Lake Pontchartrain, at Milneburg (immortalized in Jelly Roll Morton's 1924 recording, 'Milneburg Joys') and at West End Park (likewise remembered in King Oliver's "West End Blues"). During World War I, the Eureka Brass Band, probably in Treme, circa 1940. The members include Red Clark on tuba and Albert Warner on trombone.
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- Olympia's 100 year anniversary concert
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- Olympia on tour in Ireland
- Olympia with the St. Monica Choir
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Yes, the locals complain about jazz. New Orleanians complain about everything. We are all tough critics. We have the right to be. We know what the best food is because we eat it everyday. We know what the best music is because we hear it all the time. We have heard Buddy Bolden and Louis Armstrong and Freddie Keppard and King Oliver and Kid Ory and Jelly Roll Morton and Buck Johnson and Baby Dodds and the trumpeter Wingy Manone, who lost his arm when the St. Charles streetcar ran over it. We know that, like Buddy Bolden, you can be King of New Orleans one day, with a girl on each arm and a dozen more parading behind you, begging to light your cigarettes. We know that, like Buddy, you can flip-out, be carried off to an asylum and spend the rest of your life talking to yourself. And then you get buried, like Buddy, in an unmarked grave beneath the oaks in Potter's Field. Most of the people driving to the Jazz Festival go right past Buddy's grave and never know. But we know. We know it all in New Orleans. Our life is jazz.
THE SOUND OF NEW ORLEANS NOW!

ROUNDER RECORDS
Modern New Orleans Masters

Irma Thomas - The New Rules (Rounder 2046)*
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band - Live: Mardi Gras In Montreaux (Rounder 2052)*
Professor Longhair - Houseparty New Orleans Style (Rounder 2057)*
Marcia Ball - Hot Tamale Baby (Rounder 3095)*


BLACK TOP RECORDS
Paving The Way To Your Soul

The Neville Brothers - Nevilleization (Black Top BT-1031)
Earl King with Roomful of Blues - Glazed (Black Top BT-1035)*
Sam Myers & Anson Funderburgh - My Love Is Here To Stay (Black Top BT-1037)
Ron Levy's Wild Kingdom - (Black Top BT-1034)*

Just released (but not pictured) are Snooks Eaglin's Baby, You Can Get Your Gun (BT-1037), a gutsy and wide-ranging set from this New Orleans guitar legend, and Hubert Sumlin's Blues Party (BT-1036), an all-star showcase for the ex-Howlin' Wolf guitarist. Be sure to hear Black Top's other albums by Ronnie Earl, Buckwheat Zydeco and Anson Funderburgh.

SOUND WAREHOUSE
Music - Movies

Modern New Orleans Masters in Concert! Hear Alvin "Red" Tyler, Johnny Adams and Germaine Bazzle at Snug Harbor, Tuesday, April 28.
On the strength of his three superhits, "Ain't Got No Home," "But I Do," and "You Always Hurt the One You Love," the Frogman has been one of the greatest ambassadors for New Orleans rhythm & blues.
Frogman Henry with the Beatles, 1965: "I tried to teach [them] to play the blues, but they just couldn't get that beat."

[April 1, 1955] we were supposed to play at Tony Amarico’s club on Royal Street and I couldn’t make it. Because I couldn’t make it and got married I think he fired me. He didn’t say it, but he wouldn’t give me no more jobs. But Bobby and I are still good friends and if he hadn’t fired me I never probably would have been on my own."

Henry’s marital bliss ended two months later when his 14-year-old bride didn’t want him using his music scholarship to Southern University. He ended up doing odd jobs until he landed a club job in Algiers at The Fat Man at $3 a night. Next stop was the Chicken Shack on Almyra at $7 a night. Then, fateful, Pops Marcello saw Henry and put him to work with his house band consisting of Eddie Algiers at The Fat Man at $7 a night. Next stop was the Chicken Shack on Almyra at $7 a night. Then, fateful, Pops Marcello saw Henry and put him to work with his house band consisting of Eddie Smith (tenor), Eugene Jones (drums), and Walter Epps (guitar) at the Joy Lounge on Huey Long and Fourth Street.

"One night we started at nine o’clock and it must have been about six or eight o’clock in the morning, ’cause the sun was out and we was still playing. Every time it was time to get off this guy would walk up outside the club. I was angry, but I couldn’t say anything to him. ’cause he was my leader, so I just hit the piano — BAM! "AIN’T GOT NO HOME!" I was telling the people I wanted to go home and I started singing ‘You ain’t got no home, the man, the chicken, the frog, and everybody.’ I played it for Paul Gayten and he liked the song. Leonard Chess [of Chess Records] came down along with Bobby Charles to the Brass Rail and they heard me sing the song."

Gayten was at the time a popular bandleader and the talent scout/producer for Chess Records in New Orleans. Reached by phone at his home in Los Angeles last year, Gayten fondly recalled his “discovery” of Henry: "My wife was his teacher in Landry High School and he was just like one of the family. Beautiful young man, I think he had a lot of talent.

He was playing every Monday night in my place at the Brass Rail. When [Chess Records] asked me the best band, I told 'em, ‘Frogman Henry’. I just fell in love with him when I heard him singing that song. We took him into the studio. You know what? They didn’t want me to cut ‘AIN’T GOT NO HOME,’ and that was one of the biggest records of that year. Nobody said that would be a hit."

"Frogman recorded the song with his band, plus Lee Allen, Edgar Myles, Frank Field and, Gayten. "They told me to take out the chicken and all this other stuff," says Henry, so we worked it up pretty good and I went in on September 1956 and recorded ‘AIN’T GOT NO HOME’ and ‘Troubles, Troubles,’ and they had me on a trial disc. The leading disc jockey here in New Orleans, Poppa Stoppa on WJMR [got requests for] ‘The Frog Song’ by ‘The Frogman’ — they didn’t know who was singing the song. That’s when Poppa Stoppa said, ‘Your name is “Frogman Henry”’.

"Buy the Record — Get Him a Home"

"AIN’T GOT NO HOME" only made number 30 on the Billboard pop charts, but on some local R&B charts, including in New Orleans, Frogman actually kept his idol Fats Domino out of number one for a week.

"I went on my first tour in 1957, January 2 at the Apollo Theatre with Clyde McPhatter, the Big Bopper, Buddy Holly, the Spaniels, and oh! we had a big show! Then I did Baltimore and Washington, D.C. My band came up in my 1955 Chevy. It was snowing up there when they met me in Detroit. I played the Motor City Arena and the Crown Propeller in Chicago. We picked up two guys out of Chicago — Leo Lackett [bass] and Charles somebody on baritone. We went down and around the states and down to Florida."

All was not glory touring in those days of segregation: “I came through the era that when you’d travel on the road there was no place for you to eat. I’ve seen my band and me come all the way from Columbus, Ohio, eating Lance cookies and Coke when we could catch it in service stations outside. A lot of service stations we couldn’t use the restrooms — we had to stop on the highway and relieve ourselves. And to sleep, a lot of times we stopped on the highways and slept on the road. We couldn’t find places to sleep."

One of the most interesting road trips Frogman made during this time was his first overseas trip to Jamaica with Bullmoose Jackson, Lewis Lymon & The Teenchords, and Edna McGriff in early September 1957. Local teens were already showing a pronounced taste for New Orleans rhythms. Not only was Henry a big hit, Fats Domino fan club members abounded. “Blueberry Hill” was the biggest thing over there,” recalls Henry, “and I sang it.”

Frog’s hit gave him places to roam, and when the next records bombed, a place to sing at home. (The noble failures included "Lonely Tramp," a masterpiece of angst ["I’m lonely, I ain’t got no good . . ."], and two sequels to the hit, "I’m a Country Boy" [about the chicken, the duck, and the cow] and "I Found a Home").

Frogman played local shows at the Safari Lounge with Roy Hamilton in 1958 and the Moulin Rouge in Marrero and then hit hard times until he met the man who would become his guardian angel, Frank Carracci, at the 500 Club: "He didn’t really need me and he gave me a job, and that’s why I love him." After a 31-night tour with Chuck Berry in 1959, Henry got a steady gig at Carracci’s French Quarter monument The Court of Two Sisters, with the first of several contracts which allowed Frogman to tour anytime he desired. Then the sun rose again.

"In 1960 Leonard Chess came down with Bobby Charles and said, ‘I wanna record him again.’ I said,
I don't have any new material.' We dug up 'But I Do.' We had written that one during the time of 'Ain't Got No Home.' We had put it on the shelf and never knew what it was. It was a real country & western song...

"But I Do," was written by cajan Bobby Charles Guidry for his mother. He comments: "When they realized that I was writing other songs and they were looking for some songs for Frog I sang 'em this song "I Don't Know Why" I loved it and they liked it. Allen Toussaint did a great arrangement on it and it was a big record.

Toussaint gave the song a simple Dixieland style that Frogman has kept in an August 1960 session with Dalton Rousseaux, Edgar Myles, Ray Mon- trell, Justin Adams, Chuck Badie, John Boudeaux, and Nat Perrilliat, who supplied the signature sax intro.

"We were pushing 'Just My Baby and Me,'" says Henry, "and here they flipped it over to 'But I Do.' 'But I Do' was a sleeper, because it came out and everybody liked it. Then it went back in. And here it came back out again and it stayed in the charts for six months. That's when I started touring again. It was the second time, causing the lonely Frog to spend his honeymoon on the road. He was on tour in Chicago when Toussaint was flown up to supervise the session that produced Henry's version of the Mills Brothers/Bobby Mitchell song “You Always Hurt the One You Love," which made number twelve in the early summer. A trio of Bobby Charles songs — "Lonely Street," "On Bended Knees," and "A Little Too Much," — the latter recorded in Nashville with Bill Justis — kept Henry on the charts through early 1962. Subsequent sessions with Toussaint and Wardell Quezerque produced some good records (especially Charlie's "The Old Joy Lounge), but no hits. Frogman stayed on the road, though.

"Bob Astor was my manager since he met me at the old Joy Lounge until he died in '84. We had some wonderful times together. We've been all over the world — New Zealand, England, Germany, Ireland, the Fiji Islands, New Guinea, Jamaica, Canada... And he put me on some big shows, a lot of shows maybe fansDidn't don't work on, and it made me feel proud. I worked with the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Dick Clark, Paul Anka, the Shirelles, Ray Charles, Elta James, Duane Eddy, Brenda Lee, Little Richard, Jackie DeShannon...

"I started going to England at that time. I was in a club where the Beatles were playing around Picca- dilly Circus and they weren't real known then. Then a couple of years later here come the Beatles. So Bob Astor put me on a tour with the Beatles. I met'em in Philadelphia and we did about 28 or 31 dates. We had a two-day vacation in West Palm Beach right out of Miami. We tried to get the Beatles to play the blues, like Jimmy Reed stuff, but they couldn't play that beat."

Back home Frogman finished off five years at the Court of Two Sisters, then went to the 544 Club, the Ivanhoe, and Big Daddy's, where the revolution the Beatles started clashed with Frog's original rhythm 'n' greens music. "At that time that's when this longhaired kid was coming out with them guitars. An' Walter (Creations) thought he was in their music in there and me out. That's when the club folded up."

Record buyers turned a cold shoulder to Henry's home spun recordings with Huey Meaux in Shreveport in 1964-65 and with Buddy Killen in Nashville (notably the hilarious "That's When I Guessed") in 1967, though Frog reports that he personally sold a ton of his fine New Orleans-made his album on Roulette in 1969. The 1973 sessions with Huey Meaux, including a startling Texas blues shuffle called "It Went to Your Head," have seen sporadic release on singles and the "Hit-Kickers" album series on Festival, but are soon due on a German Bear Family album.

Henry went back with Frank Caracci in the Seventies at the La Strada, the Back Stage, and the 500 Back Stage, where in 1979, soon after the release of another good album of standard things went bad in a different way. "My equilibrium started failing me. I'd get dizzy and I was afraid of the stage for about five weeks. So what I did, I sat at the piano and played and I felt a lot better."

In September 1980 Henry quit his six-hours-a-day, five-days-a-week grind on Bourbon Street where he had employed a lot of fine musicians over the years: Eddie Smith, Warren Myles, Erving Charles, Gerald Adams, Piacide Adams, Oscar Moore, George French, David Lastie, Lawrence Guyton, Cornelius Coleman. "I decided I would do nothing but one-nighters or would never work steady again because of my health."

A 1983 trip to England showed Henry's popularity over there when after a three-month tour with numerous TV and radio appearances, he was invited back for three more months at the summer theatre in Scarborough. He recorded a disappointing, oversynthesized album and a single while he was there and he was even offered his own TV program. The single was a superb departure for Frogman, with a stomping, English music hall ambience on "That Old Piano," and a rocking rendition of Jay McShann's blues classic "Keep Your Hands Off Her."

"The first time I felt like the people of New Orleans accepted me was at the [1984] World's Faair. I loved playing the World's Fair. The crowds were just great and they made me feel like I was overseas."

Frogman's current band consists of Al Bemiss, Warren Nabonne, Clinton Charlotte, and Michael Pearce. His recent appearances have included the Jazz Festival and, fittingly, several benefits for the homeless.

Today Clarence Henry has found a home with his third wife Eloise, the younger members of his eight children, and hundreds of Frogs (though he gave away his moccas "Mr. Argo" to a child in a hospital years ago). He is one of the lucky few rhythm & blues performers who can afford to take it easier in later life. "A lot of people think the music field is easy. It's not. It's not what you know, it's who you know. If you've got the right people behind you, you can go forward, because you can survive, and I've had my times."

"Frank Caracci told me way back in '63, 'I don't want you to be like these old guys (jazz musicians), 80 or 90 making a living for your family. I want you to invest your money.' And I thank God that he gave me a place of business. I started me out into real estate, and that's a thing I can kinda survive on. It doesn't bring in that much money, but it kinda helps me to pay the bills. And that's what I do. I live from day to day."

---

**DISCOGRAPHY**

Clarence "Frogman" Henry

**SINGLES**

1956 Ain't Got No Home/Troubles, Troubles Argo 5259
1957 Lonely Trump/I'm a Country Boy Argo 5266
I Found a Home/It Won't Be Long Argo 5273
1958 I'm in Love/Baby, Baby Please Argo 5378
1961 I Don't Know Why, But I Do/Just My Baby and Me Argo 5395
You Always Hurt the One You Love/Little Suzy Argo 5388
Lonely Street/Why Can't You Argo 5395
On Bended Knees/Standing in the Need of Love Argo 5401
A Little Too Much/I Wish I Could Say the Same Argo 5408
1962 Dream Myself a Sweetheart/Lost Without You Argo 5414
The Jealous Kind/Come On and Dance Argo 5426
1963 If I Didn't Care/Takes Two to Tango Argo 5448
1964 Looking Back/Long Lost and Worried Argo 5480
Ain't Got No Home/Baby Ain't That Love Parrot 10922
Cajun Home/Think It Over Parrot 308
1965 Little Green Frog/Have You Ever Been Lonely Parrot 45004
I Told My Pillow/You Can't Hide a Tear Parrot 45009
Tore Up Over You/You Might As Well Parrot 45015
1967 That's When I Guessed/Shake Your Money Maker Dial 4057
1968 I Don't Know Why I Love You Parrot 3072
1973 We'll Take Our Last Walk Tonight/ In the Jailhouse Now American Pla-Boy 1986
We'll Take Our Last Walk Tonight/ You Can Have Her American Pla-Boy 1990
1979 I Told My Pillow/Basin Street Maison de Soeul 1013
1983 That Old Piano/Keep Your Hands Off Her Rockney 20

**ALBUMS**

1961 You Always Hurt the One You Love Argo 4009
1969 Clarence (Frogman) Henry Is Alive and Well Roulette SR-42039
Living in New Orleans and Still Don't His Thing Argo 4009
1978 Clarence Frogman Henry CFP 101
1983 The Legendary Clarence "Frogman" Henry Silvertown STK 3001

(Thanks to Clarence Henry, Bob Murat, Billy Delle, and Peter Grandy.)
Friday 10, Saturday 11
Neville Brothers at Tiptina's. See the club’s calendar in this issue for more information.

Sunday 12
Montreux at the Storyville Jazz Hall, 9 p.m., 1104 Decatur.

Tuesday 14
All Ages Punk Show, 7 p.m. Beyond Possession, from Canada, play with Victim’s Family and Suffocation by Fitch at the VFW Hall, 3102 Franklin Ave., 946-0151. So careful! The hall is hard to find.

Wednesday 15
Hunter Dr. The next big thing in rock music plays at Tiptina’s McAllister Auditorium. Only dorks would miss this!

Thursday 16
Bruce Hendry and the Range, Tulane’s McAllister Auditorium.

Friday 17
Bobbio Bled, Tiptina’s, 501 Napoleon Ave. The blues great performs at 10 p.m.

From Friday 24
Jazz Festival Concerts. See story this issue.

Saturday 25
Los Lobos at Tiptina’s. The band performs songs from their new album along with familiar tunes in the traditional but Spanish influenced rock.

Sunday 26
All Ages Hardcore Show at the VFW Hall, featuring S&F recording artist Painted Willie along with Acid Bath, Exhange, Saturnalia. 7 p.m. "To find the elusive concert location, hop off the Franklin east of I-10 East, turn left on Franklin, right on Abundance, left on East, and left on Treasure. The VFW is not exactly on Franklin!" Swamp Thing. The humorous Wisconsin group performs their progressive hits such as "I Love Children," and "Waiting for the Messiah" at Jimmy’s. With local support.

FRIDAYS
The Rebirth Jazz Band performs on the steps of the Cabildo, Jackson Square.

Wednesday 1: April Fools’ Day
Thursday 2 through Sunday 4
Rock Fair to benefit the New Orleans Symphony at the UNO gym. Support the arts! They need your help!

Saturday 4
Soundtrack Workshop. The New Orleans Video Access Center hosts a workshop about the technology used in creation of an original soundtrack for film or video, 201 Magazine Street, Uptown, from 1 to 5 p.m.

Sunday 5
Maple Leaf Poetry Reading. Poetry and music by Donnie Blue Williams and Steve Brooks.

Friday 10 through Sunday 12
French Quarter Festival (see Festivals) climax in steamboat race between the Nameche and the Delta Queen.

Saturday 18
Easter Egg Hunt at the Audubon Zoo. Games start at 11 a.m.
Wednesday 1 through Saturday 4

Dellni Stassiaraklis accompanies his father the conductor of the New Orleans Symphony playing Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 1, Operaum Theater, 8 p.m.

Palm Sunday

St. Louis Cathedral Choir sings the mass they will perform for the Pope in Rome June 29. The concert, at 3 p.m., will help raise funds for the TP.

Monday 13

The Boycott of Harlem plays at Tulane's Dixon Hall. Call 888-5000 or UTCP for details.

Wednesday 22

The Emerson String Quartet plays for the Friends of Music, Tulane's Dixon Hall.

Friday 24 and Saturday 25

Henry Manconi plays with the Symphony at the Catholic University.

Saturday 25 and Sunday 26

Bellies Bath and Banquet. The New Orleans City Ballet hosts a day of food, fashion, and (what else?) dance Saturday, followed by a brunch on Sunday.

Bayard's Jazz Alley, 701 Bourbon, 524-9200. Jazz Unlimited every night, from 5.

Rouen, 1011 Decatur Street, 524-9200. Creole Rice Jazz Trio, 11 am to 9 pm on Sunday.

Samuel's, 501 Bourbon, 524-8818. Thursdays from 8-11 pm.

East, 501 Bourbon, 524-9200. 10:30 am: Kenny Ard. Monday through Thursday, 11:30 am: Ray Bonneville. 10:30 am: Monday through Thursday.

Shepard H. Samuels, Attorney at Law

Music & Entertainment Law

866-8755

Classical Culture

Every Monday

Champagne Sunday Brunch

11-3PM

featuring: 

AMASA MILLER - Pianist

12-3PM

LEIGH "LIL QUEENIE" HARRIS - vocalist 1-3PM

The New Cafe SBSA

Est. 1899

1011 Decatur Street

New Orleans, LA 70116

(504) 561-3354
Up from the Cradle of Jazz
New Orleans Music Since World War II
Jason Berry, Jonathan Foote, and Tad Jones

An intimate history of New Orleans music, from Fats Domino to the eccentric piano genius Professor Longhair; from Irma Thomas, queen of the blues, to jazz trumpeter Wynton Marsalis; from smoky bars and nightclubs to the open air revelry of Mardi Gras.

"Living'scholarship... I could hear what was being said and I could almost hear the music"—Nat Hentoff.

Illustrated with 85 photographs $15.00 cloth; $15.95 paper

The University of Georgia Press
Athens, Georgia 30602
Windham Hill artists Montreux will be at Storyville Sunday, 12, 9 p.m.


BENNY'S BAR

BRET & QUENTRELL'S HAPPY LOUNGE, 8520 Sapirage, 666-0024. Weekend events.

CAFÉ MAUVE, 3445 Prytania, 891-2227. Live music on weekends, and DJ's spin the hits. Call for the pub-style lounge's schedule.

GLASS HOUSE, 2519 S. Saratoga, 895-9279. Thursdays-Rebirth. Saturday: Jerry & the Spice of Life, 9:30 p.m.

KASSON'S, Uptown Square, 200 Broadway, Fridays and Saturdays from 7:30. Sundays 12:30 to 3:30 p.m. Composer/pianist Tim Davie.

MAPLE LEAF, 8716 Cola, 868-9559. See ad this section. Call for the pub-style lounge's schedule.

WEST BANK


The Neighborhood Lounge and Grill orders to go: 943-8667

1518 N. LOPEZ

only 2 blocks from the Fairgrounds! Open 9 AM 'til

UNITED SOUND COMPANY
UNITED SOUND COMPANY, a live sound reinforcement and production support service firm based in New Orleans, not only offers years of experience and expertise, but also the latest in sound equipment.

Our systems can cover audiences of up to 15 thousand people indoors or outdoors. In addition, we also design and manufacture speaker enclosures and cabling networks, provide technical production management, sound consultation, staging, labor, stage management, installation and rentals. We can handle ALL your production needs, and we're only a phone call away.

CAVEMAN CASES
CAVEMAN CASES provides the finest value in equipment protection with today's technology. We combine many years of road and flight experience, the finest materials and expert design. Our cases are designed to exceed ATA specification 300 for heavy duty service.

'We stand behind, on top of and all around our cases.'

Send us your requirements today or for more information call (504) 822-4440.

UNITED SOUND & CAVEMAN CASES
4440 Earnhart Boulevard, New Orleans, LA 70125
SPECIALS

Daily 2 - 8

$1 Domestic Bottled Beer
$1.50 Hi Balls

Sunday -
All Day/All Night

$1 12oz draft Michelob
$1.50 Bloody Marys

Music by John Rankin
on alternate Sundays

Monday -
All Day/All Night

$1.50 Schnapps

Tuesday -
9pm 'til midnight

$1.50 Corona

Wednesday -
9pm 'til midnight

Ladies Nite

Thursday -
9pm 'til midnight

$1 Domestic Bottled Beer
$1 Schnapps

SPECIALS


Tuesdays, Thursdays through Saturdays : the Marina Wharf, 5353 Paris Road, Chalmette, LA.

Features restaurant and music bar. Wed.: The File Queens, the Pfister Sisters.

Live rock and roll on weekends. 


Sat.: Louisiana country band. Sun.: Harmony opens the Pfister Sisters.

Ricon de la Vida Guardia, 2105 Hancock St, Gretna, 303-6735. Latin big bands.

Minna Wurst, 5533 Paris Road, Chalmette, 277-8275. Thursdays through Saturdays from 9; Frank Dallas.

ART

A Gallery for Fine Photography, 5423 Magazine, 891-1002. All month: photos by Arisl Adams, a recently deceased California artist.


Academy Gallery, 5256 Magazine, 899-8111. Through Wed.: watercolors by Kathy Lane and sculpture by Kinzey Bratman. Call for additional show.


Bergen's Gallery, 703 Royal. Erte Nagel and Michael Hunt. Also a preview of the 1987 Jazz and Heritage Festival poster done by Hugh Rocks. Call 523-7625 for dates and times.

Bill Couch Gallery, 319 Royal. Patti Bonnier's paintings, nineteenth century bronzes.

Cafe Brasil, 2100 Carrollton, 847-0386. Call for information.

C.A.C., 900 Camp, 523-1216. Sat. 11 through May: Louisiana Environments, a multi-media exhibition. Wed. 8: "Don't Start Me Talking," a one-man video-drama. Sun. 12: "Metropolitan Avenue," documentary of race relations in Brooklyn. Sat. 11, 1 to 4 p.m.: workshop. The CAC celebrates its 10th anniversary, so get out there and support the arts.


Degas Community College, 615 City Park Ave. Thu. 2 - Wed. 16: photography by students. From Thurs. 23 film arts exhibit. Openings are from 7-9 p.m. on the final day of each show. Exhibits are on the third floor of building one.

Downtown Gallery, 420 Julia St. All month: French artist Louis Carri's etchings.


Call for additional listings

"A Step Off the Street\can"

38 Wavelength - APRIL

Late Night
with
parlays!

the late
night place
to get
met.

452-4700
870 Harrison Ave.

MAPLE LEAF BAR

3136 Oak Street
call for additional listings
866-9359

Jimmy's

APRIL

Thu 2 Great Dahl
Fri 3 Dash Rip Rock
Sat 4 for Nothing
Fri 10 Radiators
& Jimmy's 9 yr.
Anniv. Party
Sat 11 True Faith

Sun 12 thru 19 - Closed

Wed 23 Subterraneans
Fri 24 Radiators
Sat 25 Mighty Sam McClain

Available for Private Parties
Get a real job.
Be a musician.

Show them that you're serious about your music. Join the business organization for New Orleans musicians.

Call 891-NOME or write
P.O. Box 30120
NOLA 70190

We're in the business of music.

LIVE IN CONCERT
BRUCE HORNSBY AND THE RANGE
APRIL 16 — 8:00 PM
TULANE UNIVERSITY'S McALISTER AUDITORIUM

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS. CHARGE BY PHONE — 888-8181
PRODUCED BY BEAVER & TUCP

LIVE JAZZ PLUS EXCITING EAST COAST STYLE DISCO

PHILLIP MANUEL
Friday 10:30 p.m. - 3 a.m.
Sat. 10:30 p.m. - 3 a.m.

THE JULIEN GARCIA QUARTET
Friday & Saturday
10:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

GEORGE FRENCH
Friday 6:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

THE JAMES RIVERS MOVEMENT
Wednesday 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Sunday 8 p.m. - 12 Midnite

6200 ELYSIAN FIELDS AVE. (504) 288-3440

NOM&E
New Orleans Music and Entertainment Association
We're in the business of music.
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FOR OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS OR THE PLEASURE OF OUR EXQUISITE VICTORIAN LOUNGE AND DINING ROOM

3811 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70115
(504) 899-3698

Le Musee Galleries, 508 Poydras Ave., Algiers Point, 385-1735. Opening reception Sat 11, 7 p.m. for Dennis Perrin, oil paintings on display through May 11.

LSU Union Art Gallery, LSU Campus, Baton Rouge, 268-5017.

Louisiana State Museums: The Cabildo, Jackson Square, Louisiana history through art and artifacts. The Presbytere, Jackson Square. Exhibitions of 19th century pieces and music. Also: credits from the Newcomb Art School and antique clothes. The Old U.S. Mint, 400 Esplanade. Exhibits on Carnival, jazz, and the history of black workers show each weekend.

Loculius, 810 Chartres. All months: food-related art.


Possett-Bator Gallery, 822 St. Peter, 524-7252. Through Fri. 3: Malakia Favor's painting and sculpture, All month: contemporary paintings, prints, and sculpture by artists including Favor, Lance Tormo, Larry Zine, and Jim Soto.

Tibet-Foley, 419 Magazine, 897-5300. Opening Tues. 7: "The Molding of Arts and Technology." Opening Sat. 11: Gail Nathan's paintings and drawings. Both shows run through May.

Tulane University, Newcomb Art Gallery, Through Sun. 12: faculty art show at Newcomb. Sat. 23 through June: Transco Energy Company's collection of American watercolors including many prominent masters of the field.

Casey Williams Pottery, 2935 Magazine St., 899-1174. Pottery by Mr. Williams.


AIDS... Get the facts!

Call the AIDS Information Center

522-AIDS
(NEW ORLEANS METRO AREA)

800-99-AIDS-9
(TOLL-FREE LOUISIANA STATEWIDE)

"Angel Heart" packs a wallop.
A haunting, stylish nightmare in the classic private-eye fashion. It lures you into its dark riddles and doesn't let go. It provokes real goose bumps!" — David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

** Spectacular. A spell-binding adventure that doesn't let you take your eyes off the screen." — Bill Harris, AT THE MOVIES/SHOWTIME

"Excellent. A skillful, powerful movie by Alan Parker, one of the best living filmmakers!" — Roger Ebert

Mickey Rourke and Andrew Vanya Pirene
Mickey Rourke Art Alan Piren Pirene

ANGEL HEART
Believe what you've heard.

NOW SHOWING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU


Punchline Comedy Club, 4704 Veterans Blvd., 454-7973. Wed. 1 through Mon. 16: John Haymen, Brian McKim, and Dean McDonald. Tues. 7 through Mon. 15: Edward Jackman, who balances a ten-speed bike on his nose, Vince Harper, and Chris Pendleton. Tues. 21 through Mon. 27: Billiam Cornell, Mike Pachy, and Penny Varese.

April 28 begins the Punchline's first anniversary celebration. Acts featured are Rich Snyder, John Schrader, and Mike Brennan. The Punchline is closed on Mondays; most acts are from out of town.

THEATRE

Bayou Diner Theatre, 4140 Elysian Ave., 486-4545. Through May: She Shops It to Conquer.

CPL, 500 Camp, 523-1216. Through Sun. 5. The Road Company.

Le Petit Theatre, 618 St. Peter. Through Sun. 12: The Little Mermiad. Also, through Fri. 9. See Williams Festival.

Thurs. 9 through Sun. 12: new one-act plays, two nightly.

Rose Dinner Theatre, 201 Robert St., Gretna, 986-5400. All month: Noises Off, a British comedy.

Theatre Marigny, 619 Frenchman, 944-2653. Christopher Blake's Six Eaters. Please call for information about the rest of the month.

Tulane University Theatre, 154 through Thrus. 16: Macbeth, at Dixon Hall. Tues. 21 through Sat. 25: Marriage a la Mode, Albert Lohm Theatre.
GUITARIST
looking for band or musician to form one, 15 years experience. Good equipment and transport. Versatile, but prefer R&R, Blues, R&B styles. 333-9793

MUSICIANS REFERRAL
Service/Booking Agency
Looking for right performing band or professional musician? Call Star Power, New York (607) 724-4304.

MUSICIAN WANTED
to make demo for Warner Bros. - to be band if active. 865-893-1640.

ALL ORIGINALS

Helpful tips for active band that is searching for subject to study for character development. Call Dan, 865-3045.

VENUS AND THE IDIOTS
All original music, parties, and music clubs. Bookings: RED (44 hrs.) 361-4732.

BASS PLAYER WANTED
for active band that plays R&B, original tunes, Secret Circle. Call 866-0275 or 865-8440.

MULTIPLE PLACES
is looking for a lead singer. Call 283-6405. Serious inquiries only. No flakes.

FRANK
... for very many reasons — Carol

JUNO 168 SYNTHESIZER
1 year old, hardly used. Great bargain! $610.00 after 7 p.m.

HELLO BILL DAVIS
I love you! ... a local girl

PIANO TUNING
Spring Special appointment 282-4381

PIANO PLAYER
Honky-Tonk, rock ‘n’ roll piano player seeks to join or form band — 8 years old R&B, R&B and original. 581-0306 after 7 p.m.

RHYTHM GUITARIST and/or SINGER WANTED
Former members of Radio Brooklyn and Dance With Flesh starting new band. Emphasis on original and some covers. Call Fred 282-6712 or Elvy 895-5213.

TIRED OF ROLLING STONE?
Rock & Roll Confidential is a monthly 8 page newsletter that not only reports the news but helps to make it. RRC helped to get the “Sun City” project off the ground and remains in the thick of the fight against music censorship. Edited by Dave Marshall, RRC also scour the world for the records, videos, movies, and books our music-hungry readers want to know about. Send $18 US funds for 12 issues ‘(one year) to RRC, Dept. WA, Box 1075, Maywood, NJ 07607.

CAJUN DANCE CLASSES
Randy Speyer offers a three-week course in the traditional Cajun Waltz, two-step, one-step and jitterbug. 1 & 2 Th & 7 p.m. Sign up now! 900-0615.

GERALDINE’S
Vintage clothes, jewelry and accessories. 8318 Oak (across from Maple Leaf Bar). Reasonable prices. 866-5939.

MUSICIAN'S DISCOUNT
Buyers Guide
Complete Selection of Name Brand Musical Instruments and Equipment at Discount Prices. Call or Write for FREE CATALOG. Toll Free (800) 828-5518 or (301) 948-7476.

FOR BOOKINGS CALL
ROLAND TIMMERMAN
(504) 466-4519

and the City of Chicago present
Chicago Blues Festival
June 5-7
12 noon-10:30 p.m.
Grant Park
Petrillo Band Shell

The 4th Annual Chicago Blues Festival featuring Chicago’s finest blues artists, and hosting a special segment from Memphis, “The Home of the Blues.”

Three continuous stages featuring:
A Tribute to Howlin’ Wolf•Billy Boy Arnold
with Henry Grey•Dion Payton and the 43rd Street Blues Band•Kinsey Report featuring
Big Daddy•Billy Branch with Sons of Blues
and the Chi-Town Hustlers•Jimmy Dawkins
• Cicero Blake•Valerie Wellington
• James Cotton and Band•Friz Holloway•John Dee Holman•Katie Webster•Jessie Mae Hemphill
• Son Thomas•Mose Vinson•Sun Session
• Little Milton•Clarence Carter•Johnny Guitar Watson•and many more

For more information call the Mayor’s Office of Special Events at (312) 744-3315. • City of Chicago • Harold Washington, Mayor

MARK J. DAVIS
Attorney at Law
288-1009
Entertainment Law
he way we understand it, Today host Bryant Gumbel was born in New Orleans and fifteen minutes later, his mama and papa shipped him off to an Ivy League prep school, thereby depriving the lad of his inalienable right as a native New Orleanian to be cooler than all other species inhabiting the world. It's no surprise to us, then, that Bryant often displays his ignorance of New Orleans culture (he'd never heard of a king cake, for instance, until this year) and music. Introducing Little Richard recently, Bryant informed America that the former Tulane Avenue dishwasher recorded such classics as "Tutti-Frutti" in Los Angeles, which everyone who got past fourth grade at Redemptorist knows wasn't even founded when Mr. Penniman cut his first discs.

After disclosing that he composed a memorial song dedicated to Rock Hudson for his new album (and adding, rather wistfully, that he'd never met the late movie star), Little Richard tiptoed around the question of whether or not he'd gone the route of Sammy Davis, Jr. and converted to Judaism: "My answer is I love God and... what's wrong with Judaism? If you ain't Jewish, you ain't hue-ish."

Now despite Bryant Gumbel's lack of inherent musical coolness, every "Under Assistant West Coast Promotion Man" and his brother want to get their acts interviewed on the Today show because they know that the people who watch Today are the same people who spend all their hard-earned money on records and tapes because these are the people who are just coming home from a rough night of head-banging and slamming when Today goes off the air. These viewers slip off their black leather jackets and/or miniskirts, pour a can of Coors on their Honey-Nut Cheerios and want to hear, from the lips of Bryant and Jane, what's happening.

Ivan Bodley, former WTUL deejay and contributor to these pages, is one such promotion man, employed by Epic Records, and it was into his cap that a feather was placed when he arranged for master-bassist Stanley Clarke to get the Today treatment. In fact, the "feather" was an electric bass from Stan's personal collection, given to Ivan (a bassist himself) for setting up the interview. Next thing you know, it'll be Eddie Volker (of the soon-to-be-signed-to-Epic Radiators) giving Willard Scott a rhumba lesson or Paul Sanchez (formerly of the Backbeats and likewise soon-to-be-signed-to-Epic) talking shop with Gene Shalit.
## Happy Jazz Fest '87

### Starting Times:
- Mon. thru Thurs.: 9:30
- Fri. and Sat.: 10:30

### Shows
- **Sunday, May 2:**
  - FAIS DO-DO w/ Bruce Daigrepont's Cajun Band
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### Tuesday, May 5:
- **Tuesday, May 5:**
  - THE BUCKS
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### Wednesday, May 6:
- **Wednesday, May 6:**
  - THE BUCKS
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### Thursday, May 7:
- **Thursday, May 7:**
  - THE BUCKS
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### Friday, May 8:
- **Friday, May 8:**
  - THE BUCKS
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### Saturday, May 9:
- **Saturday, May 9:**
  - THE BUCKS
  - Free CDs & R&B at 8:30 pm

### April Events:
- **April 4:**
  - **THE NEVILLE BROTHERS**
  - **APRIL 5:**
    - PIANO NIGHT with JON CLEARY
      - No Cover
  - **APRIL 6:**
    - FANS DO-DO w/ Bruce Daigrepont's Cajun Band
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 7:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 8:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 9:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 10:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 11:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 12:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 13:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 14:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 15:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 16:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 17:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 18:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 19:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 20:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 21:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 22:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 23:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 24:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 25:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 26:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 27:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 28:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 29:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **APRIL 30:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 1:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 2:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 3:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 4:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 5:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 6:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 7:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 8:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 9:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 10:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 11:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 12:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 13:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 14:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 15:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 16:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 17:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 18:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 19:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 20:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 21:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 22:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 23:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 24:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 25:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 26:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 27:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 28:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 29:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 30:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm
  - **MAY 31:**
    - **THE BUCKS**
      - Free CDs & R&B at 5:30 pm

For Bookings 891-8477 • Business 895-8477 • Concert Line 897-3943
SPINDLETOP'S NEW RELEASE

10 SONGS NEVER AVAILABLE ON ANY NEVILLE ALBUM PREVIOUSLY RELEASED.

NEVILLE'S LVE AT TIPS NEVILLIZATION II

UPCOMING
JAMES RIVERS QUARTET VOL. II DOUG CAMERON
GEORGE FRENCH W/JAMES RIVERS QUARTET SAM RINEY

CURRENT

David Benoit - This Side Up - # 4 Billboard Jazz, # 1 Radio & Records. With the release of his new album, David Benoit is sure to emerge as one of the vanguards in the contemporary jazz scene. Jazziz. SPT 104

Doug Cameron - Freeway Mentality - Virtuoso violinist, Doug Cameron's newest album offers a pleasant California style alternative. Some of L.A.'s best session players provide solid support; Lee Ritenour, Vinnie Coliuta, Jimmy Johnson, Pete Christlieb, and Don Huff. SPT 103


James Rivers Quartet - The Dallas Sessions - Some great New Orleans jazz digitally recorded live to two track. Featuring David Torkanowsky, Johnny Vidacovich, James Singleton and George French. SPT 101

Gene Taylor - Handmade - Formerly of California's Blasters, Gene plays some fine piano aided by Freebo, Larry Taylor, Andrew Woolfolk, Bill Bateman, and Louie Lista. SPT 111

Bill Meyers - Images - Newcomer Bill Meyers debuts with this fine album. Cut AM/PM is 1987 Grammy nomination for Best Jazz Composition. Featured soloists: Larry Carlton, Vinnie Coliuta, Brandon Fields, Mike Landau & Ernie Watts. SPT 114

Lou Ann Barton - Forbidden Tones - Hot new Texas R&B from one of the state's best female vocalists. Featured players: Jimmy Vaughan, Jerry Marotta, Larry Knetchel and David Miner. SPT 107

SPINDLETOP RECORDS
11114 CLUMPSTON STREET
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
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